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We asked ākonga (learners) from particular groups about their 
experiences with the education system. This report is what we  
heard from those conversations. 

Executive Summary

Many ākonga we spoke with, were not enjoying their mainstream 
school experiences, often did not feel included, and saw very clearly 
the inequities in the system. Parents and whānau, even when they 
feel able, find it difficult to engage with and be part of the learning 
experiences of their ākonga.

The ākonga we talked with were from alternative education settings, 
from groups that we haven’t often engaged with, and groups that 
we know from our research whose learning needs are not being well 
met currently. We heard from some of their parents and caregivers 
as well. We wanted to find out what was important to them for  
their learning. The ākonga we talked with have many experiences  
in common.

Ākonga said:
 » Children and young people want to do well at school and have a 

good experience, they want to achieve their potential

 »  A sense of wellbeing and belonging in the school is essential 
for learning to occur. Belonging includes being accepted for 
who I am, having my identity, language and culture recognised, 
and my preferred way of learning provided. Belonging includes 
my family being accepted at school. Belonging includes feeling 
safe and free from negative behaviours, and that my learning 
pathway is as valued as my peers

 »  Teachers and consistent learning practices are an important 
part of successful learning and a sense of belonging. Feeling 
accepted by supportive, caring teachers leads to easier 
transitions

 »  Having real choices about what is learnt is important, and 
options for where and how learning happens should be available 
for everyone. Ākonga felt like they were being sent to the 
‘cabbage class’ in alternative education, or had to be suspended 
or excluded to access alt-ed.
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Ākonga said that in their alternative 
education experiences: 
 » they developed better relationships with teachers, they  

enjoyed the learning and had their learning preferences met 

 » their parents and whānau were encouraged to be part  
of learning

 » individualised programmes and inclusive practises recognised 
their diversity and were important for success

 » teaching and learning was more effective and contrasted  
with comments on the mainstream. 

Many of these concerns were also expressed by tamariki and 
rangatahi in other consultations. These concerns and other evidence 
on current learning experience, combined with the results from the 
Kōrero Mātauranga, the Wānanga, Fono, the Ethnic Communities 
conversations, NCEA Review and Tomorrow’s Schools engagements, 
has informed development of the draft Statement of National 
Education and Learning Priorities (NELP). The NELP will  
be available for public consultation later in 2019.

Thank you to all the tamariki and rangatahi that participated  
so fully in this discussion of what were often difficult issues.  
Thank you for sharing your experiences so freely with us.

We will continue to use the voices you shared with us to  
help to develop new policies for education. 

Me aroha ki ngā tamariki  
me ō rātau whānau 

“ Need to treat 
our kids like 
they’re gold, 
give them the 
opportunity  
to grow. ”

Māori youth in  
 Justice system
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The Minister of Education asked us at the Ministry to develop an 
enduring 30 year approach to education in New Zealand, with a focus 
on children and young people as well as adults. Success for a long 
term vision depends on broad engagement and shared ownership. 
This provided an opportunity to talk with a broad range of people 
about education to find out how it could be improved, through a series 
of education conversations. This report is the result of one of those 
conversations. It records our discussions with children and young 
people about their education.  

Introduction

The NELP is a key medium term strategy of the Education Work 
Programme and will be a key part of the new school planning and 
reporting regime. The Education Act 1989 enables the Minister 
of Education to issue, after consultation, a statement of National 
Education and Learning Priorities. The NELP will set out the 
government’s educational priorities for all state schools, kura, 
private schools, early learning services, me nga kōhanga reo, and 
Communities of Learning | Kāhui Ako. The governing bodies of 
schools, kura, and early learning services, will use these priorities, 
alongside their own local priorities, to help every child and young 
person to progress and achieve to their potential.

We want to use this information to make education and learning 
better for all ākonga.

Why we talked with these ākonga
Our NELP engagement targeted a range of ākonga from 
backgrounds that we haven’t often engaged with. This included 
young children, people who don’t have reliable internet access 
or computers, specific groups of people from Māori, Pacific, and 
rural backgrounds, people who identify as LGBTQIA+, people with 
intersex or variations in sex characteristics, young people in the 
justice system, and young people in other alternative education 
settings. Some children and young people with disabilities (physical, 
cognitive, sensory) were included in this engagement although 
other Kōrero Mātauranga engagements worked directly with them.

We wanted to talk with these ākonga because research shows that 
a high proportion of people from these groups have learning needs 
that are not well met currently. We particularly wanted to talk with 
these ākonga because we often struggle to reach them effectively. 
To make the changes we need to improve learning and teaching for 
everyone we need to hear and attend to views from a wide range  
of young people.

1
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The engagements were all in person with a skilled facilitator 
enabling the conversation. A set of starter questions were used  
and were adapted in each context. Records of the meetings  
were taken by note-takers and later transcribed. All the quotes 
here are from conversations that stop and start in the way that 
conversations naturally do, and are largely unaltered. 

Our conversations were face-to-face meetings with children 
and young people. Face to face engagement was an important 
difference from the more traditional engagement approaches, and 
more suited to younger children and the target groups.

Overall we spoke with over 380 ākonga in more than 70 different 
sessions. Each of these sessions had its own special character 
and the discussion followed issues raised by the ākonga present. 
As a result some of the meetings focused on issues that were 
of particular interest to the group, for example, talking about 
streaming. Mostly these are conversations with ākonga,  
but in some cases teachers, parents and caregivers or  
Māori Wardens were also involved. 

Throughout this report we have used the terms  
‘tamariki / children’, ‘rangatahi / young people’ and  
ākonga (learner) interchangeably to refer to all the  
children and youth that we spoke with.

 A summary of this document is available in accessible formats from: 

https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/national-education-and-learning-priorities/
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Ākonga talked about many common issues and these were expressed 
differently at different ages. These were comments from children and 
young people and they relate to their experiences of life, from their 
viewpoint. 

Some common issues were heard from almost all the people that 
talked to us. Having a sense of wellbeing was very important for 
all, while having basic physical needs met were most important 
for some people. Direct comments on broader issues, like school 
funding or national level education issues, didn’t feature for ākonga, 
while school practises that relate to how people feel about their 
place in a school, such as uniforms, were a hot topic. Comments 
about the important relationship between teachers and ākonga 
focused on how teachers interacted with each ākonga or their 
friends and peers. Most ākonga said they wanted to do well in their 
learning and were really keen to be part of the learning experience 
on an equal footing with their peers.

What did ākonga  
tell us?

“[What do 
you like 
about being 
at your 
school?] 
Friends. ”
Primary 

2
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“ The most thing 
I love about the 
school is running 
around, sports, 
swimming, 
guitar, reading, 
maths, reading, 
writing, math  
and reading! ” 

Primary Year 3

“ [Talking about 
alternative 
education]  
I liked it there  
every day. And I’d 
always find a way 
to get there even if 
Mum didn’t have 
money for the bus.” 
Māori youth in justice system 

“ There’s more help 
since leaving 
school than in 
school. ”
Māori youth in justice system 

“ [What do you like 
about school?]  
I like nothing. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+

“ I shouldn’t have 
had to go through 
the youth justice 
system to get an 
education, to get 
NCEA, I should 
have gotten that  
at school. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 

 

“ I didn’t like school 
at all. There is 
absolutely nothing 
good about my 
school experience 
that I can talk to 
you about because 
nothing was  
good. ”
Intersex / VSC youth 

The experience of learning was diverse. 
Some ākonga really liked their experience and  
some had nothing that they enjoyed.
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Look after our wellbeing 
and include us 

Finding a sense of wellbeing and belonging was important for all ages 
across all groups, and was the single most supported overall theme. The 
range of what contributed to wellbeing and belonging was broad: from 
being accepted as who you were; having your learning needs met and 
having friends; to not experiencing negative behaviours like racism and 
sexism. Some of the sense of belonging applied to an individual at all 
times like having your identity, language and culture respected, while 
some aspects might be more specific, like uniform issues. 

Acceptance of families was an important part of belonging. 
Teachers were important in developing all the aspects of a  
sense of wellbeing. 

Overall wellbeing and belonging meant the individual was accepted 
for who they were and their unique way of learning was catered for, 
yet this was in the context of everyone getting a fair go, too. 

Respect for diversity –  
acceptance and inclusion

Ākonga felt respected when they were accepted for who they 
were and felt included. This meant learning in ways that worked 
for them, and them being able to ask questions without being 
made fun of.

Cultural belonging and recognition positively affected ākonga.
Lack of cultural awareness or outright racism had negative 
impacts on their sense of belonging. This might mean not being 
allowed to work in a group, not feeling able to speak up in class, 
or not being recognised for learning and contributions at out of 
school activities and cultural celebrations.

Being accepted for who you are, by teachers and peers, and 
having supportive friends was important. The questions asked 
about belonging were: What makes you feel good / included 
about being here? What would make your place of learning 
better? What makes you feel valued at your place of learning?

 What makes me feel included at my place of  
learning are my friends. ”
— Young person talking with Māori Wardens 

“ [Teen parent unit] Nothing worked till I came here.  
Space not as huge as college, comfy, wear no shoes,  
no one cares what you wear. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

10
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“ Communicating, talk. ”
— Māori /Tongan in youth mentoring 

“ High School was a good environment. I had inclusive 
teachers, strong friendship groups and open and 
understanding peers. ”
— Youth intersex /VSC1  

“ What made me feel included is if I ask a question and they, 
teacher, would give me an answer, would be the one I’m 
looking for, and nobody would laugh because I’d seem  
like an idiot. ”
— 17 year old in youth mentoring 

“ At the activity centre... it’s really important that the staff 
know me because it makes me feel like they really care 
about me. ”
— Activity centre 

“ At school you just don’t feel accepted. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Teach hearing and deaf people and tell them that  
we are all the same. ”
— Deaf education Years 9–12 

“ Te whakamanawa i roto a koe –  
[English] The courage within you. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

Ākonga told us the low expectations of teachers was noticed by 
them and then matched their behaviour to those expectations.

“ The kids on good behaviour get help but the bad kids need 
more help. Bad kids are naughty mostly because they 
don’t understand. It makes you feel bad when you don’t 
understand, it makes you feel dumb and you don’t want 
others to know that you don’t understand. ”
— Activity centre 

“ Same with English, they tell you that you can choose  
what to do but they have an overriding expectation 
– it lowers your confidence, you get jealous – you feel 
disadvantaged and that can affect your grades  
because you’re not getting that attention – not  
inclined to do the work because what’s the point. ”
— Secondary 

“Teachers judge people by their older siblings.  
One of my friend’s brothers was naughty  
and they treated my friend as they treated  
his brother. ”
— Secondary alternative education 

“ Teach 
hearing  
and deaf 
people and 
tell them that  
we are all  
the same.”
Deaf education 
Years 9–12 

1   VSC = Variations of sex characteristics, see section 5 for an explanation.
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FRIENDS

Having friends and support are important for a sense of 
wellbeing and belonging. 

“ All my friends stick by my side and include me. I met my 
friend when we were at kindy, a lot of people went to the 
same kindy so we’ve known them for a long time. Parents 
know them too and we can go to their house or they can 
come to mine. ”
— Primary 

“ My sister goes here, sometimes we annoy each other  
but we can go to each other. ”
— Primary 

“ Having friends is a really important support.  
You can talk to them and get a different perspective. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ You have good relationships here. It’s about trust, 
communication, you don’t have to be shy around  
them because they’re shy too.”
— Primary alternative education aged 5 - 10  

“ Friend: in the beginning it was about common interests but 
later their families became friends and helped him out with 
stuff. These values are important for Pacific families. His 
friend is a good listener and presented a different view. In 
his Pacific culture, it’s about for elders and he helped him to 
explain to his family about his own ideas and opinions.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

STREAMING

Streaming of classes was seen as exclusionary by most ākonga 
where this occurred. 

“ Last year our school was streamed, we had smart kid  
and dumb kid classes. That’s mean. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ It changes the culture of the school – kids who aren’t as 
smart get bullied. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ The higher stream classes get the best teacher. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Less segregation. They have too many separate classes. 
Everyone would know that if you were in that class you 
were in the cabbage class. ” 
— Rural young people in training 

“Having  
friends is 
a really 
important 
support.  
You can talk 
to them and 
get a different 
perspective. ”
Intermediate rural and 
digitally excluded

“Last year our 
school was 
streamed, we 
had smart  
kid and dumb 
kid classes. 
That’s mean. ”
Intermediate rural and 
digitally excluded
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Learning in te Reo Māori and  
about te ao Māori  

Many comments were positive about learning in a Māori  
cultural environment, kura and kōhanga, as well as  
alternative education settings.

“ I just loved doing Māori.” 
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Alternative education – found that better. [Why?]   
There were brown people there, Māori like you.  
When we’re with our people, we’re all on the  
same level. There’s no level of judgement.”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ [Mum took him to one of the meetings, it was scary  
because everyone there was skilful in Te Reo and  
everyone was challenging him and pushing him to  
be a better] Now he is motivated to be a part of the  
group that are very good at Te Reo Māori.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ I like that we can come up to the whare and  
hang out to get support.”
— Mixed ages rural  

There was demand for more learning in te Reo Māori and 
generally about Māori culture, as well as learning rohe-specific 
pepeha (local language usage).

“ Need Māori teachers – have you noticed there’s no  
Māori science teachers? ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ Learn more Māori than English – a lot of people don’t speak 
te Reo, if they don’t learn then it won’t become normal. ”
— Primary 

“ Our school had Māori and Pacific prize-giving’s,  
which was good. They weren’t formal. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Just doing kapa haka as an enrichment isn’t enough.”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ I would like him to learn Māori - colours,  
numbers, greetings. ”
— Caregiver intersex /VSC child 

“ [Talking about extending te Reo use]  
It needs to relate to our local area – where we are from. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“Learn more 
Māori than 
English – a 
lot of people 
don’t speak 
te Reo, if 
they don’t 
learn then it 
won’t become 
normal. ”
Primary  

“I like that we 
can come up 
to the whare 
and hang out  
to get  
support. ”
Mixed ages rural  
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Diverse cultures
Appreciating a person’s culture and respecting diversity  
was important to ākonga. 

“ My favourite things that stood out for me at school was the 
different culture groups and it was good because I’m Māori, 
it helped me learn a lot more about my culture, and having 
Island friends was helpful as well because I got to learn 
about their culture and we had sort of the same things in 
common, like food and family, and we had love for each 
other and that was why it was one of my favourite things  
at school.”
— 17 year old in youth mentoring 

“ Acceptance of diversity, not just rainbow but also other 
cultures. We always celebrate Māori, Samoan,  
Tongan but not others.”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ One size doesn’t fit all. Pacific perspective sees family 
involved in career decisions (school doesn’t always 
recognise family and community contributions/ 
participation).”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Waitangi is important but so is my culture  
[child of Indian background].”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

What does success in the future look like? 

“ Being able to communicate if you don’t talk and cannot  
lip read and the person does not use NZSL.”
— Deaf education Years 9 – 12 

“ For intersex children taking into consideration cultures, 
such as Samoan concepts around gender. Focusing on 
cultural elements – is there actually words and terminology 
in each culture/ language to express different identities.”
— Parent intersex /VSC child  

“ Good to have name, preferred name and pronouns  
on the roll.”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Boards of trustees were mentioned by ākonga particularly the 
lack of representation of the diversity of the school community. 

“ No Polynesian people on BOTs even though school is 
primarily Pacific.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“One size 
doesn’t fit 
all. Pacific 
perspective 
sees family 
involved 
in career 
decisions 
(school 
doesn’t always 
recognise 
family and 
community 
contributions/ 
participation).”
Youth Advisory Group 

“Good to 
have name, 
preferred 
name and 
pronouns  
on the roll.”
Youth LGBTQIA+ 

14
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Learning support needs  
and disability 

Some ākonga identified as having a disability. Others identified 
particular learning needs but did not necessarily see this as a 
disability; or did not desire to be treated differently; or to receive 
more support than their peers. Getting appropriate support and 
feeling one with your peers was important.

“ I have a vision impairment and I have a teacher aide,  
who’s really nice. It’s good when she helps me in the 
classroom.”
— Mixed ages rural  

“ And instead of teachers learning what my problems are 
they put me in a place with children with learning support 
and disability needs and that to me felt like a prison  
because I wanted to be with the other children and be  
free. And the problem was that I couldn’t stay still.”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Only place – when a kid has a disability. I have dyslexia,  
put in a class where teachers could give us one on one  
time. Hard, weird, felt like an outsider. The only time  
they try to find out more is if you have dyslexia.”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ It’s a Full Primary School he attends, and he is at Year One 
currently. The ‘now’ feels quite hard – as he has a disability 
so it’s hard to look forward. We don’t know other intersex 
kids exactly like him so don’t know what the future holds for 
him. We’ll keep talking to his teachers each year. He will be 
held back slightly and move onto College at 14 years of age.
— Parent intersex /VSC child  

“ They [teacher] need to understand a student’s learning 
style, visual, with a device, extra time to unpack, how to 
work with someone, size of classrooms, not to just put  
them in one room just because they have a disability –  
how is that helping other people to understand others  
who are different?

 SENCO teacher has opened her office for him, it’s like he is 
in charge of the room as a leader and other kids come in 
after him and join him. It’s the only space where he feels 
included by his peers.”
— Parent intersex /VSC youth [This person has a disability  
but doesn’t qualify for extra funded support.] 

“ They do everything separate from the other students  
[when they have a disability]. Why can’t they just  
be together?”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“They do 
everything 
separate from 
the other 
students 
[when they 
have a 
disability]. 
Why can’t 
they just be 
together? ”
Teen Parent Unit  

“I have a vision 
impairment 
and I have a 
teacher aide, 
who’s really 
nice. It’s good 
when she 
helps me in the 
classroom.”
Mixed ages rural  

2     Special Education Needs Coordinator
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Feeling safe at school
We asked questions about what ākonga liked and did not like 
at school, and what they would want to change. Many of the 
comments related to feeling safe.

 

RACISM

Racism was a clearly identified negative behaviour. Outright 
racist comments from other ākonga or observation of teacher’s 
preferential treatment of certain ethnic groups were some of  
the experiences of overt racism.  

“ No one recognises the racist stuff.  
No one tells them they’re wrong.”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10 

“ Being the only Pakistani, felt isolated,  
but made all kinds of friends.”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Sit with people you know. Separated keeps you apart.  
Asian groups have problems between each other.  
Say no to kiwis on this table.”
— Youthline Asian  

“ One of the teachers appears to favour the white people. 
Teacher gives more attention to some people.”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Sometimes at school they don’t even tell you how to do it – 
feel all hōhā. Sometimes feel like it’s because we’re Māori.”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ Teachers ask for Pacific views on things and  
this is very offensive.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ My friend got in trouble for tagging. The teacher said  
‘you stupid Tongan’. My friend was Māori,  
she wasn’t even Tongan. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Change the principal. He’s racist. The teachers are  
really aggressive as well. ”
— Māori in youth mentoring 

“ Māori teachers are nicer. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10 

“ What needs to happen to fix racism?  
Slam some te Reo in, and more bilingual classes. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“No one 
recognises 
the racist 
stuff. No one 
tells them 
they’re 
wrong. ”
Primary alternative 
education aged 5-10 
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SEXISM 
Sexist behaviours affected ākonga. The binary approach of being 
offered a ‘girl or boy’ choice was limiting and not helpful for 
them. This impacted the choices of all ākonga but particularly 
for some gender fluid people. They often felt their unique selves 
were never acknowledged at school, and highlighted how their 
choices are constrained. Some people felt they had to hide who 
they were to get along and not be picked on, particularly for 
intersex /VSC ākonga.

“ On my first day of year 9, I was told my skirt had to be  
down to my knees to not distract male teachers. It was  
an all-girls school. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ Gendered subjects force students to do what their  
peers deem acceptable. ” 
— Youthline Asian 

“ Un-gendering: teacher not expecting that girls will like this 
and not like that, colours matter to him and that everyone 
can like pink and purple. ”
— Caregiver intersex /VSC child 

“ Talked about different treatment of boys and girls. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ There is a tendency to call everyone ‘boys’ and ‘girls’ 
– using more gender-neutral language as part of the 
curriculum would be great so that we are creating and 
fostering a culture within schools for children who do  
not fit one or the other – male or female. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC child  

“ There’s a farewell event for Year 6 in 2019 which [name] is 
already dreading and says she won’t go to. There is a dress 
code where girls have to wear dresses and boys have to 
wear pants. You can see that [name] is quite the tom boy and 
likes to dress casually in shorts and t-shirts. You’ll never get 
her into a dress, she hasn’t worn a dress for years. For her 
she identifies as female but does not by any means express a 
feminine side in how she dresses. I’d like to see that the kids 
could be supported to dress how they like to best suit their 
personal identities. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC child 

Sexual harassment was an issue for some ākonga and this  
started even at primary school. 

“ Students need an option to report creeps confidentially... 
I hate boobs, boys fondle them, stare at them... Sexual 
harassment is real. I hate these things. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“There is a 
tendency to 
call everyone 
‘boys’ and 
‘girls’ – using 
more gender-
neutral 
language as 
part of the 
curriculum 
would be great 
so that we are 
creating and 
fostering a 
culture within 
schools for 
children who 
do not fit one 
or the other – 
male or  
female. ”
Parent intersex / VSC child  
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BULLYING

Bullying negatively affected many ākonga. They were impacted 
by verbal and physical bullying, even the youngest, and even if 
they were not directly involved they saw the effect on their peers. 
Ākonga identified fairness and kind treatment as important.

What things do you not like? 

“ Someone is not being very nice to you, punch and kick us, 
throw rocks or toys, make us feel bad. ”
— 4 year olds 

What would you change?

“ Nothing. People to be nice. No more teasing.”
— 12 year old Health School at risk 

“ Fair treatment. Favouritism in the classroom.  
I’ve seen some teachers treat some students with  
high respect and others treated like dirt. ”
— Activity centre 

We need to have less bullying.

“ Sometimes people don’t want to say that they are being 
bullied because they are embarrassed. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ Realise that we’re like, people are mean to us and do 
something about bullying. ”
— Year 7 Health School at risk 

“ I don’t like bullying, when people talk over the teachers. ” 
— Homework club for MELAA3, Asian, ESOL 

“ Bullying; there’s a lot of gossip, drama, backstabbing.  
Some kids don’t want to participate.”
— Secondary 

“ Need to have awareness of how mental health is impacting 
on learning. Need more options for learning. Need people 
to feel safe in school, and that’s not always happening, with 
bullying and not having bathrooms that people can use.”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“Sometimes 
people don’t 
want to say  
that they are 
being bullied 
because 
they are 
embarrassed.”
Intermediate rural and 
digitally excluded 

3    MELAA means Middle Eastern, Latin American, and African
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“ The bullying thing can have a big repercussion for kids 
who are seen as different.  Important to address from 
quite young that we can allow people to be themselves – 
particularly around culture. Being able to talk about  
who they are without there being shame and stigma.  
If someone has religious faith, why can’t they share it 
without being called names and called out? Kids being  
able to acknowledge others differences and respectfully  
say that they don’t. ”
— Caregiver intersex /VSC child 

“ I cope because I have tough skin, I learnt not  
to take bullshit from anyone.
Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Asking for help needs to be seen positively,  
and not lead to bullying. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Bullying (aside – sorry bro, that was me, I was always 
the bully) but when you grow up at home where there’s 
bullying, kick up arse, it’s hard. But really wanted to  
learn; I always had a goal of going in the navy. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

Dealing with bullying was challenging for families and  
harder than it should be. 

“ My son looks forward to school every day, he loves going  
to school other than the days where he doesn’t want to go,  
I know that something must have happened at school for 
him to suddenly have a change in attitude and a lot of the 
time it is because he has been bullied by other students. ”
— Young person talking with Māori Wardens  

“ My Mum went in there three times to tell them I was being 
bullied and then they did nothing. My sister got bullied 
too. I was told off for standing up for her, but I was doing 
something because the school didn’t do anything. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ If we have a problem, we can write it down and give it to 
a teacher who will sort it out. The teachers make bullies 
apologise. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ My Mum went 
in there three 
times to tell 
them I was 
being bullied 
and then they 
did nothing. 
My sister got 
bullied too. I 
was told off 
for standing 
up for her, but 
I was doing 
something 
because the 
school didn’t 
do anything. ”
Young person talking  
with Māori Wardens 

“Asking for 
help needs 
to be seen 
positively,  
and not lead  
to bullying. ”
Youth Advisory Group 
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SUICIDE

Suicide was an unfortunate fact in the lives of some ākonga.  
They discussed how the aftermath of suicide was supported,  
and the effect this had in the future on their sense of wellbeing. 

“ I wonder how many people asked for help and ended up 
offing themselves.”
— Rural young people in training 

“ The exam stress is probably a contributor to the high 
suicide rates in New Zealand.”
— Rural young people in training 

“ Five of my mates committed suicide for being different. 
Have no role model. High school was sort of like a switch 
being flicked, where it was just ‘this isn’t me’, I want to do 
something else.”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Suicide is really normal. Guy who was cutting himself on 
Live.  Chick that killed herself on Live. Why should people 
do that – tell someone to kill themselves and they do.”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ High youth suicide here – too much work, parents force 
certain things on students, relationships.”
— Secondary 

“ Some of my friends are suicidal because of stuff. Because 
they’re bullied. For being bi. And having cancer. That’s  
what triggers people. Bullying…
— Year 7 at Health School at risk 

“ [Teacher] Didn’t care when someone made a joke about 
someone who had just committed suicide.”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ More education about mental health – not helping to  
get a pamphlet with stress or grieving.”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Some of  
my friends  
are suicidal  
because of  
stuff. Because 
they’re bullied. 
For being bi. 
And having 
cancer. That’s  
what triggers 
people. 
Bullying…”
Year 7 at Health 
School at risk
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“ A friend of mine passed away in Year 7 from suicide and 
there wasn’t much support. This could have been  
prevented with the right support.”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ What we can all do better for people having suicidal 
thoughts? Not make faces when you hear about this stuff 
and not make it into a big thing.”
— Year 7 at Health School at risk 

There were a number of comments asking for more help or 
counsellors. Some schools had only a few counsellors to more 
than a thousand ākonga which meant they could only hand out 
brochures which wasn’t enough help. 

“ There are three girls, 17, still at school, have deep  
whānau issues. Girls affected by suicides at college,  
I just be their nan.”
— Māori Wardens hui, NEET 

“ Social media has way more information on LGBTQIA+.  
I use social media for support.”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ (57)

“ We need universal focus on diversity in schools.  
Some schools have been very open and teachers that  
see the value in it want to help. The issue is the teachers  
that don’t care.”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Getting more involved with bullies and the victim,  
because some lead to suicide.”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ More 
education 
about mental 
health – not 
helping to get 
a pamphlet 
with stress or 
grieving. ”
Youthline Asian

  For support if you feel 
suicidal or know someone  
that does, start here: 
https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/get-help/a-z/
resource/50/suicide-coping-with-suicidal-thoughts
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Uniforms
Uniforms affected the sense of belonging to their place of 
learning for many ākonga, and their ability to express their 
unique selves. Adherence to strict rules meant that some people 
were sent home because they couldn’t afford the full uniform or 
for small infringements. The high cost of uniforms was an issue 
for some ākonga. 

“ You don’t have to think about what to wear in the morning. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ I like the school uniform. It makes me feel like I belong. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ I’m ok with uniforms but it isn’t comfortable.”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Uniforms are meant to make people feel the same, but  
they show the differences, like if you have no shoes. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ There should be different uniforms for gender (choice). ”
— Intermediate 

“ I really like that we don’t have a uniform, I feel like when 
I wear my own clothes it shows my personality, when we 
wear uniform we look like a statue and look all the same, 
you can be you, express yourself. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ They send me home for wearing the wrong uniform.  
Uniform is the problem with school. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10 

“ Having uniforms is not always good because different 
schools have beef with each other and students from a 
certain school are easy to spot by their uniforms. ”
— Secondary alternative education 

“ People assume that your choices around the uniform 
reflect your gender identity, but it doesn’t. People make 
assumptions. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Uniform is a priority for the school. They push aside  
gay affiliations and bullying, but they care so much  
about uniform. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ I’m ok with 
uniforms 
but it isn’t 
comfortable. ”
Youthline Asian 

“ Uniform is a 
priority for 
the school. 
They push 
aside gay 
affiliations 
and bullying, 
but they 
care so 
much about 
uniform. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+  
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We asked what would make wearing uniforms better? Having 
some choice in uniform would help many ākonga be able to 
attend school, and express their identity. Some people found 
the uniform uncomfortable, not suitable for play or not warm 
enough. 

“ Uniforms – should be unisex - but our school had  
shorts more expensive than skirts so why would you  
buy them. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Options to wear shorts. We want shorts too.  
Girls don’t get shorts. Wear a skirt. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

Rules, such as uniform requirements, were used in instances to 
exclude young people or deny them the chance to be part of 
important school experiences like the annual ball. 

“ Teachers at school are all about the rules. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ In the old school if you break the rules they send  
you to a separate room immediately. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10 

“ If you don’t give young people just a little bit of freedom, 
then you are going to be met with resistance. At Secondary 
School, there were more relaxed rules which meant that 
students were more commonly in class and less students 
were suspended. It was a Decile 2 school. Some students  
got sent home on the basis that they didn’t appear how  
the school wanted them to look like which often wasn’t  
their fault. ”
— Youth intersex /VSC  

“ You can’t go to the ball or graduate if you don’t have  
90% attendance. My sister didn’t get to go to the ball 
because of attendance and none of her friends did. ” 
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Teachers at 
school are  
all about  
the rules. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 

“ Options to 
wear shorts. 
We want 
shorts too.  
Girls don’t  
get shorts. 
Wear a  
skirt. ”
Teen Parent Unit
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Welcome our parents, 
whānau and community

“ So many 
things are 
going on for 
teenagers.  
School is only 
one of them. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 

Some ākonga commented on the importance of understanding 
what is happening at home, in the community or at church for 
them. That they have other things going on and commitments 
outside of school. 

“ Some kids feel safe here but at home they  
don’t feel safe. ”
— Intermediate 

“ Feed them first (often not eating regularly) 
Support whānau by providing food parcels 
Food – brings them into kura, support whānau. ” 
— Māori Wardens hui, NEET 

“ So many things are going on for teenagers.  
School is only one of them. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ School is separate from our wider community. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 
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Parent involvement
The sense of belonging and being accepted at school extended 
to the wider whānau and how engaged they were in school 
life. Some young people commented that family involvement 
at school was an important indicator of whether they were 
accepted. Many parents were not a valued part of the learning 
environment and their children were acutely aware of this. 

“ Some parents don’t feel comfortable in the school 
environment – Mum goes to school stuff, and Dad  
attends sports.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Accessibility and flexibility – the times are during work 
hours and super irregular and it’s an imbalance of power 
– schools tell parents when to engage [on parent teacher 
interviews].”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ A lot of parents think that education is the  
teacher’s responsibility.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Some of rangatahi don’t have support to fight/ advocate – 
give her a chance, she knows the expectations – stability  
to keep her in school – disappointing a group of adults.”
— Māori Wardens hui, NEET 

“ Extra support to learn – family support for  
communication and interpreting.”
— Years 9 – 12 deaf education 

Ākonga said parents aren’t always included or don’t feel 
comfortable in school settings. 

“ My parents aren’t connected to school.
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ My mum wouldn’t go to parent teacher interviews.
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ Don’t want to embarrass us if they can’t speak good English.
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ In parent-teacher interviews parents will think that the  
fault is of the parents but it’s about collaboration.
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Parents think that it’s the young person responsibility to  
do well so they don’t go to parent teacher interviews 
because it’s just about participation with kapa haka but  
not education subjects.”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ My parents 
aren’t 
connected  
to school. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Accessibility 
and flexibility 
– the times 
are during 
work hours 
and super 
irregular 
and it’s an 
imbalance 
of power – 
schools tell 
parents when 
to engage 
[on parent 
teacher 
interviews]. ”
Youth Advisory Group 
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“ Concept of ‘teacher is always right’, so the young person 
doesn’t tell his parents to come because the parents  
don’t question what the teacher says. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ My mum doesn’t know anything about NCEA.”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ When I said I passed NCEA 1 – my family just said ‘oh cool’. 
They didn’t understand.”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ My mum couldn’t help with school problems, she left  
school at 16. She worked hard, don’t want to bother her. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ Could the school help parents to know about  
what was happening? ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ School uses many ways of getting hold of my parents  
– but only when I’ve been naughty. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

Some people weren’t so keen on having family involved  
in their education. 

“ If parents are abusive, could cause trouble,  
danger, spiral down. ”
— Activity centre 

“ An excellent school can be undercut by a family 
environment when you have to go back to an  
environment with bad expectations. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Where I’m from [went to a kura], all schools are whānau  
– all aunties and nanas. I don’t know if it’s welcoming – it 
used to mean you’d get a hiding. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ My mum 
doesn’t know 
anything 
about NCEA. ”
Teen Parent Unit  

“ School uses 
many ways  
of getting 
hold of my 
parents  
– but only 
when I’ve 
been  
naughty. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+
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I had family as teachers. If you did anything, they’d tell your 
parents and you could get a hiding. I hated having family 
as teachers. I would skip classes if the teacher had a family 
connection. 

What did you want teachers to know? 

“ Go to school for education, not there for your home life. 
Could be complicated if involved with people’s lives. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ I used to be very quiet and lonely, get beat up  
by my parents, and friends stay in bush. ” 
— Activity centre 

“ My parents don’t care about me going to school,  
they only care about me earning them money.  
They want me to leave.”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Solution is to help the families - all we could ever  
aspire to be were gang members. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

Early learning environments provided a good model that  
satisfied family involvement needs.

“ The feature I like most is the family feel and family focus. 
We are very satisfied with the relationships that our  
family has with kaiako and amongst the children. ”
— Parent early childhood 

“ Extend into schools the [ECE centre] way of teaching  
young children. Schools should include being flexible  
and listening to children’s requests. ”
— Parent early childhood 

 

“ The feature  
I like most  
is the family  
feel and 
family focus. 
We are very 
satisfied 
with the 
relationships 
that our  
family has 
with kaiako 
and amongst 
the children. ”
Parent early childhood
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We like diverse  
learning environments

“ Sometimes 
you want 
peace and 
quiet because 
the Year 5s 
are a bit 
noisy. ”
Primary Year 6

“ We had 
100 minute 
periods. 
These were 
stressful.  
They really 
worked for 
some people 
but not for 
others. ”
Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Different ways of learning
There were many comments that learning should be tailored to 
the way ākonga liked to learn. Some wanted quiet or computer 
learning while other ākonga wanted more physical activity. 
Tamariki and rangatahi related this to how much attention each 
ākonga got from their teachers and the size of classes. 

“ Some people learn differently – getting mad about being 
labelled as this [being different]. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ In here, we have three teacher aides and 2 teachers.  
They all know each of us as who we are and how we think.  
In mainstream, they just treat us like we’re the same. ” 
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ I prefer one on one. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ Changing between teachers is funny, they all have  
different personalities. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5 - 10 

“ Sometimes you want peace and quiet because the  
Year 5s are a bit noisy. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ Does class size have an effect? Personally, I’m alright when 
classes are kind of big, but it’s hard for people who need 
more support to access teachers. It’s fine for all the people 
who know what they’re doing, but the people who need a  
bit of care and a bit more interest might miss out. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Many ākonga commented that the learning didn’t suit them.  
They might want more practical learning, or learning that’s 
tailored to their needs and interests. 

“ At school some of us were not good at maths,  
so we learned maths through cooking. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ We had 100 minute periods. These were stressful.  
They really worked for some people but not for others. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ What things need to be in place to make sure every  
learner is successful? More visual as this is more  
easy to understand. ”
— Years 13+ Deaf education 
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Exam stress featured in many secondary students’ lives and 
worry about exams could start early. 

“ We want to do exams to help prepare us for school.  
We don’t really get much homework but we want some 
in case we get to College and have 9 hours of homework. 
[Mixed opinions about this in the group but all agreed  
they want to be prepared for College]. ”
— Intermediate 

“ There are people who are really good at tests and there are 
people like me who suck at tests. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ As a parent I have watched my daughter have a great year 
but around exams it all turned to hell and we’re in scary 
ground for the next 3 weeks. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ The whole school is set up like the whole year depends on 
or is geared towards the end of the year exam rather than 
preparing you for life. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ Constant stress during exams leads to overloads. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ It feels like they’re herding cattle to find out who the 
smartest cow is and then they don’t care about you after. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ Choices of picking the classes. I picked the easiest ones  
that would give me the credits without exams. I had to do 
Year 11 and Year 12 in one year and I failed the exams and 
so I was able to choose the classes I wanted to do. It wasn’t 
stressful at all. ”
— Rural young people in training 

Some children transitioning from intermediate felt that exams 
were necessary preparation for college and would help them  
get in the right class. 

“ I do think at the end of year they should do an exam  
and then they should put us in groups like middle  
stream and stuff. ”
— Intermediate 

“ There are 
people who 
are really 
good at tests 
and there are 
people like 
me who suck 
at tests. ”
Rural young people  
in training

“ The whole 
school is set 
up like the 
whole year 
depends on 
or is geared 
towards the 
end of the 
year exam 
rather than 
preparing 
you for life. ”
Rural young people  
in training
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Pace of learning – being left behind
A sense of belonging, being accepted and respected for who 
you are meant lessons were paced to meet individual needs and 
enable progress. The pace of learning negatively affected some 
people’s sense of belonging if it was so fast they got left behind, 
and the teacher didn’t seem to care. They stopped  
asking questions and disengaged. 

“ What made me feel not included? Just not knowing  
the work like everyone else in the class
— 15 year old in youth mentoring 

“ What does success look like? Capable of doing,  
capable of doing it, without help.
— Youth mentoring 

“ Everyone learns differently and at a different pace,  
and that we are not all the same.
— Teen parent unit 

Comments related to the pace being too fast or too slow, while 
some people had already done that work and others could never 
catch up. Teachers didn’t know the students well enough to cater 
to their needs. 

“ Make it more flexible – for me, I went to 14 different 
primaries, so most of the stuff I’d missed, just never 
happened; they just continued doing the plan they  
had set. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ When you’re stuck on something, they give up on you.  
They ask if you’re alright, and it’s like obviously not. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ If I missed something, I couldn’t catch up. It’s not easy to  
say “I don’t get it”, didn’t have words to express this. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Throughout primary and intermediate we had a lot of  
self-driven learning. We got to study things we wanted to 
study (within reason) which taught us time management  
and independence. ” 
— Secondary 

“ Make it more 
flexible – for 
me, I went to 
14 different 
primaries, 
so most of 
the stuff 
I’d missed, 
just never 
happened; 
they just 
continued 
doing the 
plan they  
had set. ”
Māori and Pacific youth  
in justice system

“ When you’re 
stuck on 
something, 
they give up 
on you.  
They ask if 
you’re alright, 
and it’s like 
obviously  
not. ”
Young woman in  
justice system
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Technology access and use
A number of students wanted more learning with computers 
or noted that it was hard to get access to one. The cost of 
computers was an issue for some. 

“ It would be good if we all had our own computers. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ You don’t get really a choice to be on the computer, need a 
special reason… Sometimes one of my friends can be like 
why does he get that… 
— Primary in alternative education

“ Some of our computers are a bit old, they run a bit slower 
and some things don’t work on them. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ Our wifi is a bit slow – sometimes we have  
500 people using it at once. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ It would be good to use different, more interesting apps.  
We recently used one about cyberbullying – it was fun.
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ In most of our classes we don’t use our devices. This can be 
mildly frustrating when families fork out $100’s of dollars to get 
devices – more devices in schools – pay it off in instalments. ”
— Secondary 

Some ākonga felt that computer learning could be boring and 
could be an isolating experience. 

“ Devices are more of a burden than an asset. Get bored 
easily, on YouTube during class. Sometimes good to restrict 
use of devices – cut down on it, give more work on paper, 
writing stuff down, remember better... ”
— Youthline Asian 

Other students relied on technology to support learning and 
benefited from using the latest technologies available. 

“ Technology – apps to support learning on iPads, computers, 
Roger Pens, Cochlear implants, hearing aids – updated. ”
— Deaf education Years 9 – 12 

Fewer ākonga commented on the physical environment of  
their place of learning, but there were some comments.  
Security guards at one school were seen as intimidating and 
students were told off by them about their uniforms. Other 
comments related to the heating at schools, the need for  
more drinking fountains and the state of the grounds.

“ We don’t 
have enough 
computers. 
Sometimes 
we don’t 
know how 
to do things 
on the 
computers, so 
it can be hard 
to use them 
if we don’t 
know how. ”
Intermediate rural  
and digitally excluded
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We want broad  
learning choices

Many comments related to what was learnt and whether ākonga could 
access their preferred choices. The learning choices available needed 
to include options that were relevant to the next steps in life. The ability 
to choose the subjects, to choose a practical or theoretical course, for 
it to be culturally appropriate, and to have that choice included as part 
of normal school was important.

Variety of courses on offer
Having a variety of different courses was appreciated. Many 
young people thought that the choice and variety of learning 
settings should be seen as an option (for everyone) and not 
as ‘alternative’ which encouraged it to be seen as lesser, 
problematic, or the cabbage class. This ‘othering’ of alternative 
education was particularly unhelpful. 

“ I like writing so I want to be a journalist. ”
— Intermediate 

“ Yes, more options like history, economics. Heaps of 
subjects, we get to pick. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Foundation of NZ’s history – understanding it, how we all 
became the civilisation we are now, I didn’t find out till a 
couple of years ago, when I was 19. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ I hated English and they let me choose a different class. I 
was doing 2 IT classes, one normal and one where I was 
doing my own thing, but this wasn’t something offered. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ We had compulsory English, maths and science,  
which I thought was good, but we had a wide range  
of subjects, which was good. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Some subjects are mandatory in school but I didn’t want to 
do social studies or PE. People should have a choice. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ Only Pacific language taught is Samoan at schools. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ I wanted to do Construction but they said you’re really 
brainy so you shouldn’t do it. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ I hated 
English and 
they let me 
choose a 
different class. 
I was doing  
2 IT classes, 
one normal 
and one 
where I was 
doing my own 
thing, but 
this wasn’t 
something 
offered. ”
Rural young people  
in training
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“ They should make school like course and alternative 
education and correspondence. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ We get more choice [at alternative education] – we can do 
all the normal, mainstream subjects. We can choose on  
how we feel. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ And don’t make alternative education a bad thing make it 
an option. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Don’t judge students for choosing a different path. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ l like going there to think, Outdoor Club made an outdoor 
classroom, I think some classes don’t go into [the park] and 
I think they should go every week, my old class never used 
to go and when we did it was a special occasion. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ We had Gateway at our school. It was weirdly stigmatized. 
People didn’t want to do it, but you came away from it with 
way more skills. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Careers: students tell teachers what they want to do but 
teachers break their dream and tells them you’re good at 
tech so you should do it because it pays more money. At 
primary they say do what you love. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+

“ If you were the boss of education in NZ, what would you do 
first? Can learn NZSL in all schools in NZ. ”
— Deaf education years 13+ 

“ I’ve been on a learning journey for a long time. Prison 
helped me. I’ve got my diploma in psychology but there’s no 
way to continue in here. I’m doing phys ed and psychology, 
physiological psychology.  My mahi is to help kids and 
Māori men and Māori youth, because statistics say they’re 
the people that need more help. It’s my goal to get my social 
work degree through polytech. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Don’t judge 
students for 
choosing 
a different 
path. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 

“ I wanted to do 
Construction 
but they said 
you’re really 
brainy so you 
shouldn’t  
do it. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+ 
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Availability of choices was an issue in some areas which was 
associated with being in a low decile, rural, smaller school  
or prison. 

“ Principal tried to cut commerce, accounting and economics 
because not enough uptake because low decile school. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Currently lots of qualification are only offered for Level 1 
and 2, not for Level 3. Trying to work with… Polytech to  
get some more Level 3 courses.
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Barriers in lots of resources being online, like new Te Kura 
resources, so they can’t access these. You need internet and 
technology for homework. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Open Polytech only offers a 20 credits, Level 4 business 
basics course and a study skills certificate. These are the 
only things that are paper-based. The number of courses 
offered has reduced, even since three years ago. ”
— Māori youth in justice system

The provision of English as a second language learning and 
the transition from te Reo Māori immersion kura or kōhanga to 
English medium learning didn’t seem that well catered for.

“ I had to learn English because I came to NZ  
with no English 4 years ago. ”
— Homework club MELAA, Asian, ESOL 

“ I had problems with English at school because I only spoke 
te Reo all my life. That’s why I’m on this course to better my 
English and better myself, not because I’ve been sentenced. 
I struggled to pronounce and write things. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ I was at a kura, and then I went to college. For me, that was 
the first time speaking English, and I got stuck behind. Now 
I’ve got Level 1 Level 2. I want to help brothers in here. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ The first year I did English, it was really hard.  
I did it and I got a trophy. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ ESOL carries stigma – it’s a dumb thing to do [meaning it’s 
something that’s considered for dumb people]. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ I had to 
learn English 
because I 
came to NZ  
with no 
English 4 
years ago. ”
Homework club  
MELAA, Asian, ESOL
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“ We need more help with English. ”
— Homework club MELAA, Asian, ESOL 

“ I did not like the exams because no one was reading it for 
me and I was still learning how to read and write English.  
It was hard to understand some of the questions. ”
— Homework club MELAA, Asian, ESOL 

“ ESOL was good for me. ”
— Homework club MELAA, Asian, ESOL 

The content of sex education was limited which meant ākonga 
had limited opportunities to understand a range of issues 
including diversity issues. This and general gendered teaching 
practises were a particular concern for LGBTQIA+ ākonga. 

“ They have sex talks at school. Parents sign and agree for 
children to participate in lessons, cover things like periods, 
feeling and bodies. The rights of your own body are  
covered in Kindy. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC 

“ It’s weird that for health and sex education, for things 
people need to know, parents can say no to this. Need 
to have guidelines around parental consents and what 
they can say no to. Shouldn’t be able to say no to sex ed, 
culturally responsive, learning about mental health and 
rainbow youth. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ There needs to be advance puberty education – not just 
conversations about bodies during puberty sessions.  
Why can’t it be some sort of information that they can  
get hold of at school? It’s not just boys and girls. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC children 

“ There’s stuff that could change. In High School health class, 
it’s not just an intersex thing but generally just making sure 
that the understanding of health is not so stale and archaic. 
We already knew stuff, we had that stuff on the internet, 
the internet in our hands. School should be more inclusive 
of mental health, sex and gender, sexuality and identity 
– it should encompass a wider view rather than a stock 
standard binary of gender. Quite often you don’t get more 
health education outside of school, so you don’t get to look 
as this more broadly in a social perspective. ”
— Youth intersex /VSC  

“ It would be nice if teachers didn’t tippy toe around  
the sex issue. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ It’s weird  
that for health 
and sex 
education, for 
things people 
need to know, 
parents can 
say no to this. 
Need to have 
guidelines 
around 
parental 
consents and 
what they 
can say no to. 
Shouldn’t be 
able to say 
no to sex ed, 
culturally 
responsive, 
learning 
about mental 
health and 
rainbow 
youth. ”
Youth LGBTQIA+ 
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Practical, life skills learning
Many of the ākonga liked a practical approach to learning and 
opportunities for learning life skills. They were concerned that 
education should be relevant to the next stage in their life. 

“ I like the enrichments we do, like sewing, art,  
gardening and orchestra. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

“ Nutrition at school. What we learnt was more about  
cooking and a VHS taped from the 90s. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ A class specifically for transition into the real world. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ Class for financing and how to save for your retirement  
and how to set up a Kiwi Saver and how to pay taxes. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ They should do more PE because it’s fun and like an 
adventure.

“ At school they teach you things that you don’t even need  
in life. What they teach you is not useful and it doesn’t  
buy you a job. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Be able to fix cars.
— Māori in youth mentoring 

“ I agree about life skills. You learn about maths, about 
adding, multiplying, but I never learnt about how to  
manage money - would’ve been good to learn that. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Want to learn life skills, practical stuff. Learn about 
budgeting, cooking, growing plants, cleaning, making 
natural cleaning products, making natural make up 
products. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Want to have life skills, like writing CVs. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ One teacher actually gave us a choice (last year, life skills 
class); she put a whole lot of things up on the board and we 
chose which ones we wanted to do and we learned how to 
balance a cheque book, and spend money on a budget, we 
had to go to the supermarket and buy what we had money 
for, doing CV… just life skills. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ One teacher 
actually gave 
us a choice 
(last year, life 
skills class);  
she put a 
whole lot of 
things up on 
the board 
and we chose 
which ones 
we wanted 
to do and we 
learned how 
to balance a 
cheque book, 
and spend 
money on  
a budget,  
we had to 
go to the 
supermarket 
and buy  
what we had 
money for, 
doing CV… 
just life  
skills. ”
Māori and Pacific youth  
in justice system
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Cost of education
The cost of learning choices was an issue for some ākonga. 

“ Education should be free – it’s not really free. It’s getting 
more expensive, like paying for sport, for extra curriculars. 
Now you need to pay more, like $2 for every netball game  
at a stadium. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ School fees. You have to pay $20 to sit your exams and  
$30 is if your sibling is also sitting their exams, and if you 
don’t pay $20, you’ll have to pay $80. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ How to handle the fact that I don’t currently have enough 
money to pay for halls, food, uni etc. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Have to pay for books at Te Kura – so I’m set back –  
stuff you’d have free on the outside. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Education 
should be 
free – it’s not 
really free. It’s 
getting more 
expensive, 
like paying for 
sport, for extra 
curriculars. 
Now you need 
to pay more, 
like $2 for 
every netball 
game at a 
stadium. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system
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Teacher quality  
is important

Teachers made a big difference to how ākonga saw their learning and 
their sense of belonging at school. Most ākonga expressed the need for 
teachers who cared about them and were kind, that adapted learning 
to suit the individual, and shared their time fairly with those that 
needed help.

We asked ākonga about who helped them when they didn’t 
understand, and what their teacher did that worked for them.

Some teachers were really ‘good’ and provided what students 
needed at the time they needed it. This included a sense of caring 
for their students as individuals, adapting teaching strategies, and 
helping when needed. 

Good teachers showed interest, gave feedback, were engaging, 
easy to talk to and caring, and were passionate about their 
teaching. A good teacher:

“ Encourages us in a nice way to do things we don’t want to do. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ Always made sure I had eaten and was feeling okay. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ Supported me with culture side of learning. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ Knows how to explain things, puts it in a way that you 
understand it. If you are struggling they will help you  
out by simplifying it. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ My teacher pushes us but in a good way. We work harder  
in her class because it’s like she’s invested in us. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Like how the teachers teach my subjects: they’re good at 
what they do. I have come across teachers who don’t know 
what they’re doing, I feel confident in my teachers. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ I took a chance and opened up and put myself out  
there and it went good! ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ We have cool teachers. We don’t stay with the same  
teacher, we get to move around. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ Encourages 
us in a nice 
way to do 
things we 
don’t want  
to do. ”
Secondary catch up 
school, at risk 
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“ What makes me feel valued at my place of learning is the 
comments I get back from teachers, the support from my 
friends and parents. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ Most of us have the same teacher that we like [referring to 
the Alt Ed teacher]. He’s crack-up, has our back, straight up, 
puts us in our place if we need to. ”
— Secondary alternative education 

“ Was there a teacher at your school that you liked?  
The Māori teacher. ”
— Māori /Tongan in youth mentoring 

“ My English teacher, she like, break it down,  
spend time with me after class. ”
— Youth mentoring 

“ She [DP] tries not to use gendered language in class or make 
assumptions about things that students will like based on 
them being boys and girls, such [as] colours and hobbies. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC child 

“ My teacher knew who everyone was and knew  
about my life. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ My teacher used to leave a post-it on my work which  
had a quote on it and reading it made you feel like it’s  
not all that bad. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ When I was having my gender crisis in year 13, they 
[teacher] was really supportive, gave me resources. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ My teacher 
knew who 
everyone  
was and  
knew about 
my life. ”
Rural young people  
in training

“ She [DP] tries 
not to use 
gendered 
language in 
class or make 
assumptions 
about things 
that students 
will like based 
on them being 
boys and 
girls, such [as] 
colours and 
hobbies. ”
Parent intersex / VSC child
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A number of people in different roles provided good support 
for ākonga. Friends, parents, or other school staff and people 
outside the learning environment were helpful. These supportive 
people took a particular interest in the young person.

“ Community centre runs after school care where he 
volunteers and met a woman there that understood any  
of his problems without judging, she offers good advice  
and spoke to the principal to help. This woman is the  
reason he is so close to his community because she let  
them know about cultural events that he never would  
have known before. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Good support would include teachers, dean and counsellors. 
Deans get an overview of what’s happening for everything, 
and have the power to step in. They look after you for a 
longer time, so they get to know you, and check from start 
to end. They can be there better for you than guidance 
counsellors. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Our dean was good. For years 10-13, they checked in  
on me. I was a good student and I didn’t get in trouble,  
but they checked in on me, and other students. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+

“ Schools need more training and support and resources and 
funding, to support queer students. [LGBTQIA+ youth group] 
could be funded to deliver this. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Relief teachers taught differently from the regular teacher  
and ākonga had to adapt to them making it harder to form  
a relationship.

Teacher aides and support staff were often seen as a  
means to help out students who were struggling. 

If you were the boss of education in NZ,  
what would you do first? 

“ Equal access to education  
– e.g. support staff to help catch up. ”
— Deaf education years 13+ 

“ Yes, they should remove that [streaming]. If you know 
someone in class needs more help, they should have  
a teacher’s aide there to give them more help,  
but keeping everyone in the same class. ”
— Rural young people in training 

“ More teacher aides would be great for when  
the kids need more help. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC children 

“ Our dean  
was good. For 
years 10-13, 
they checked 
in on me. I 
was a good 
student and I 
didn’t get in 
trouble, but 
they checked 
in on me, 
and other 
students. ”
Youth LGBTQIA+

“ More teacher 
aides would  
be great for 
when the kids  
need more 
help. ”
Parent intersex / 
VSC children
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Some ākonga had persistent negative experiences  
with their teachers.

“ Our teacher doesn’t let us ask questions. They don’t help. 
They make people answer questions, and you don’t get a 
choice. You feel stink. ”
— Mixed ages rural  

“ Don’t give help when you clearly needed/ asked for it. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ I hated getting embarrassed. Teachers had no clue about 
how you were feeling. They’d talk about you without asking. 
I hate surprises, things that catch me off guard. Now it’s 
good [at alternative education]. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ Want you to understand me – talk to me, not about me.  
Don’t just believe what you’ve heard. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ What about the quiet ones, the ones who don’t want to talk. 
Listen to the people who don’t talk. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ I don’t like strict teachers, hard assessments and  
homework. ”
— Homework club MELAA, Asian, ESOL 

“ Forcing hard work onto cabbage students. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ Had a teacher who made you take off your hoodie, but let 
their favourites keep theirs on. There’s lots of inconsistency. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk 

“ You do all this good work and you mess up once  
and they flame you for it. ”
— Secondary catch up school, at risk 

“ Some children – teachers favour other students and not  
you, made me feel out of it, made me feel unhappy and  
I didn’t like that teacher after that. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ Teachers just pick on you because they take  
everything personally. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ I hate that teachers still judge you, based on year 9,  
even when you have had a kid they go – see,  
I knew that would happen. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ You do all this 
good work 
and you mess 
up once and 
they flame  
you for it. ”
Secondary catch up  
school, at risk

“ Teachers 
just pick on 
you because 
they take 
everything 
personally. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 
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Negative comments from teachers could have an impact on all 
other interactions. This highlights the need to provide consistent 
quality learning environments.

“ Teachers have a one off attempt to know about the child or 
young person but it’s about constant, meaningful, engaging, 
genuine relationships. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ My teacher called me fat and told me I should be  
eating fruit not sandwiches in front of everyone. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

At Intermediate all you did was sit in detention – nothing else.  
Can’t tell parents you did detention because you’ll just get a 
hiding.

“ Detention never worked. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

A number of ākonga thought there weren’t enough teachers to 
students, the ratio was too high and so there wasn’t enough time 
to get the help they needed. There were a number of comments 
on how teaching could be better.

“ Get limited time with the tutors, due to numbers and the 
wait list/ time delay. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Our year 10 social studies class learnt about sex and gender. 
Some of the discussion wasn’t productive, people were just 
being dickheads and saying shitty things, and the teacher 
didn’t know how to deal with this. Need to have staff training 
– know what to say when people cross the line, learn how to 
keep all students safe. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Ratio of teachers to prisoners too low. ”
Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Have role models. Bring in queer people who have left 
school but have succeeded. Show that you can have a life 
outside, and that you can be successful. Want to bring in 
queer people, who have succeeded. Bring in queer  
parents. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Ākonga said those teachers who cared and spent time helping 
were seen as good teachers. Teachers who made negative, often 
personal comments or drew attention to people who didn’t know 
the right answer, were not helpful. All the ākonga wanted good 
teachers, and wanted to do well.

 

“ Teachers 
have a one 
off attempt to 
know about  
the child or 
young person 
but it’s about 
constant 
relationships. ”
Youth Advisory Group

“ Have role 
models. Bring 
in queer 
people who 
have left school 
but have 
succeeded. 
Show that you 
can have a life 
outside, and 
that you can 
be successful. 
Want to 
bring in 
queer people, 
who have 
succeeded. 
Bring in queer 
parents. ”
Youth LGBTQIA+ 
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Make transitions  
easier

Transitions can be hard and cause anxiety and worry for ākonga. 
Thinking about the future can be hard when what comes next  
is new, whether it is a new school, or the first time in work. 

There were concerns about losing friends and finding new ones, 
learning how to get around and what to do next year. Transitioning 
from a kura to an English medium school was an issue for some 
people with not enough support in their second language. 
Reflecting on these changes some, ākonga felt they did not learn 
the life skills needed.

We asked questions about: What are the next steps for you around 
learning/ study/ work? How are you getting ready or making 
choices about your next step?

From early learning
The concerns ākonga had varied with age and what was  
next for them. Children liked to know what would happen  
in the new place.

“ Looking forward to a big table where people  
choose where to sit. ”
— 4 year olds 

“ Be inside more in a big school. ”
— 4 year olds 

“ You have to do homework. ”
— 4 year olds 

“ They do the alphabet. ”
— 3 and 4 year old 

“ Play with their friends – playing games with them,  
they play on the grass and the playground. ”
— 3 and 4 year old 

“ When I was young, there was a tunnel  
that you could climb through. ”
— Primary Year 3 

“ I wasn’t ready for school because I was used  
to ECE, knew a lot of people and friends. ”
— Primary Year 3

“ Play with 
their friends 
– playing 
games with 
them, they 
play on the 
grass and the 
playground. ”
3 and 4 year old
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Primary to secondary years
As children got older and changed school or class they wanted 
to stay with friends or meet new people, and were concerned if 
they could cope with the work.

“ Worried that I’m not at the level I should be at. ”
— Primary 

“ When I move to a new school: Worried about losing 
friends, it can be stressful going to a new place and finding 
new friends and learning how to get around, that there’s 
going to be a lot of people, I’m scared that I might have to 
work with a group or a pair if I don’t want to, transition is 
important, choices are important. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ Looking forward to meeting different people that  
I don’t know. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ Leaving friends behind, breaking up a good bond.  
We all end up at different schools. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10 

“ I think it’s cool that we’re having two days there this year  
so that we get used to it [transition to intermediate]. ”
— Primary Year 6 

“ Primary to intermediate was hard because you moved  
from unstructured to structured that was time driven. ”
— Secondary 

“ I’m confident that the high schools I’m going to will  
have my subject choices. ”
— Intermediate 

“ [Streaming] I want to get into a good class. I don’t want to  
get into a cruisy class because I might fall behind others. ”
— Intermediate 

“ At kura, it was alright. When I went to high school, it was 
dumb. I hated it. I left when I was in third form, to work.  
I needed to support my little brothers and sisters.  
Honestly I was selling marijuana. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ At high school, you go around and have 7 different teachers, 
and teachers have a hell of a lot more kids. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ At primary, you’re more of a person. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“I think it’s cool 
that we’re 
having two 
days there  
this year so  
that we get 
used to it 
[transition to 
intermediate]. ”
Primary Year 6 

“Worried that 
I’m not at the 
level I should 
be at. ”
Primary
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“ At secondary they don’t really want to get to know you,  
so you end up falling behind. ” 
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Learning was more fun in early years. ”
— Secondary 

“ At secondary they’re talking down to you, looking down  
at you, whereas at primary they come down to you,  
look you in the eye. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

Leaving compulsory schooling
Concerns for young people as they transitioned from school  
were around what they would do next year or how they would 
manage with life..

“ Pressure to go to university from teachers. Stigma of not 
going to uni. “Oh you’ll go to uni”. No conversation around 
alternatives. It’s the dreaded question for everyone about 
what you’re doing next year. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Pehea taku whakaritenga mo taku ao pakeke a muri ka oti 
au te ao rangatahi/Taiohi [English] How will I be prepared 
for the adult world, after adolescence. ”
— Youth Advisory Group Wellington 

“ When you leave school they don’t care about you anymore. 
They’re all like see you later. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ School is outdated. It only caters for some people - those 
doing academic pathways. I left school at 15. I didn’t know 
about work, how to apply life skills, didn’t know shit about 
the workforce. Want to have learning that is relevant. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

And some ākonga had concerns about their future  
after a spell in prison.

“ There’s bugger all courses and at the end of here,  
you’re dropped at the train station and you’re  
on your own. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Pehea taku 
whakaritenga 
mo taku ao 
pakeke a muri 
ka oti au te 
ao rangatahi/
Taiohi. 

  ENGLISH:  
How will I 
be prepared 
for the adult 
world, after 
adolescence. ”
Youth Advisory Group 
Wellington 
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Kicked out of school
Being expelled or stood down from school was a significant 
event for all rangatahi who experienced this.

“ I got kicked out of school – 2 weeks later, I wished  
I was back there, I missed my bros. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ I was kicked out of every primary school,  
every high school, every intermediate. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Basically the kids that get kicked out, that’s where  
we all go, to course. And they just get shifted around.
— Māori in youth mentoring 

“ Kicked out all my friends at year 11. ”
— Teen Parent Unit 

“ My brother has just been excluded on the spot, not a stand 
down or anything, he was instantly excluded. He was doing 
well at school doing all his work but because of one incident 
that happened on the playground they kicked him out. They 
should have asked what the problem was and work with 
the kids and get the kids to work together to find out what 
caused that reaction because there is always something that 
causes that reaction, there’s always an instigator. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ School and Alternative Education should be different  
but equal. You shouldn’t have to be excluded to go to  
Alternative Education. You should have the option. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

Alternative education
By the time ākonga move into alternative education services  
they have quite a history of negative experience with education. 
They feel excluded from opportunities, often teachers have  
given up on them, and their families may not be involved in  
their learning journey.

 

There is stigma attached to being on an alternative education 
path. And there is difficulty coming back to mainstream from 
alternative education. Despite this many ākonga had a good 
learning experience in alternative education.

“ If our education is suitable our school works really well.  
To get there you have to be a devil, everyone hates you  
to get to [alternative education centre]. ”
— Activity centre 

“ School and 
Alternative 
Education 
should be 
different  
but equal. You 
shouldn’t have 
to be excluded 
to go to  
Alternative 
Education. You 
should have 
the option. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system
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“ Alternative is way better than mainstream, without it I 
wouldn’t have stayed in school. I didn’t want to go back to 
mainstream. One thing to think about, showing [alternative 
education] as an option alongside others.
— Activity centre 

“ It’s like we are coming out of jail being monitored all the 
time [going back to mainstream].
— Activity centre 

“ Mainstream sucks – the only reason I’d go  
back is to see my friends.
— Secondary alternative education 

Futures (Career) assistance
As ākonga approached leaving compulsory schooling they 
wanted help from counsellors and options for the future. 
There was a shortage of help available to make this transition 
successful for many ākonga with high ratios of students to 
counsellors.

“ It shouldn’t be careers education, it should be ‘futures’ 
education. It’s not linear, future education should be about 
hope that you can have a great life whatever you do and 
participate in society. ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Stigmatisation of career pathways – some study places 
like MIT in Auckland had a bad stigma but had a 95% 
employability rate. Why do academic unis have worse 
employability rates than technology institutes? ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ In a rural place there’s nothing she can do for her pathway 
because there are no employers that are relevant to  
her (eg Law). ”
— Youth Advisory Group 

“ Opportunity for apprenticeships. I did one. I was outside all 
day, learning through doing, using your hands. More fun 
than what you did in high school. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ I’m taking science, math, English (to be a doctor).  
The guidance counsellor helped me make that decision.  
I’m going to go to university in Auckland. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ It shouldn’t 
be careers 
education, 
it should 
be ‘futures’ 
education. 
It’s not 
linear, future 
education 
should be 
about hope 
that you can 
have a great 
life whatever 
you do and 
participate  
in society. ”
Youth Advisory Group
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Meet our  
basic needs

Catering for people’s physical needs was not always adequate. The  
two issues that these conversations highlighted were having enough  
to eat, and having appropriate toilets. These are basic needs that  
some ākonga had to, and have to, deal with on a daily basis.

Food
Some ākonga went to school hungry. There were comments 
on how to address this, usually suggesting schools provide kai. 
Māori Wardens in particular went out to whānau and delivered 
kai for some tamariki and rangatahi. Some ākonga commented 
on the price of food at the canteen.

“ All you can think about is how do I get food in my stomach 
and before you know it, your hand is in someone’s bag. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Have free food – affects the learning. From year 10 teachers 
bring in food for me to eat because they know I focus better. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ Give more of a feed for the brothers and sisters – get kai.  
Put on a hui before school to have breakfasts. Some tamariki 
are going without lunch, without breakfast and without 
shoes-they’re struggling; all you can think about is that 
you’re hungry, your stomach is growling. You can’t focus on 
learning. I’m speaking from experience here. You end up 
asking kids if they’ve got spare food. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ Feed them first [often not eating regularly]. ”
— Māori Wardens hui, NEET 

“ I like cooking class because the teachers give me free food. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded 

Food is also important for learning in the early years, and is an 
important part of many celebrations.

“ You make watermelon right here, you can pick it up  
cut it up and eat it. ”
— Early childhood 

“ I have to wait for my graduation, we get cake. ”
— Early childhood 

A number of young people commented on the costs of education, 
the price of a uniform or stationary, bus money or the petrol cost to 
get to school, the price of exams, and school fees. With comments 
about being hungry, these issues highlighted the impact lack of 
resources had for some young people and their families.

“It’s [lack of 
food] is a 
distraction 
from learning. 
If you don’t 
have the 
basics then 
you’re not 
going to school 
to learn. ”
Māori and Pacific youth  
in justice system
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Toilets
Having adequate, accessible toilet facilities is the most basic of 
requirements. Some ākonga did not feel comfortable with toilet 
facilities provided and this impacted their whole day. Young 
children appreciated this, and older ākonga notice the adequacy 
of facilities.

What does your teacher do that works for you? 

“ Take us on trips – bathroom, they take us to [name] School 
[we have a play for a little bit], and we go to the park. ”
— 4 year olds 

“ Toilets: 
 » boys and girls toilets
 » it’s very open
 » girl’s toilets don’t get cleaned
 » it affects your confidence. There are some that are  

locked because our school is on a budget. ”

“ They are closed because people used to tag and  
smoke but everyone is being punished for it. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

For some people concern about the adequacy or access to 
toilets can affect their whole school experience.

“ We bring up about our son being intersex and his needs. A lot 
of that is to do with bathroom... Kids talk and as he’s grown 
up we’ve been more sensitive to make sure that his privacy 
is supported, particularly in school bathrooms and in the 
summer when the boys all get changed for swimming. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC children 

“ Toilets are set up as male and female, so we had to decide 
where [name] could go to the toilet until we decided what 
sex he was going to be assigned – it was not clear physically 
what his sex was. For someone who has a baby this is a 
hugely confronting issue. It is important to have private 
bathroom places that aren’t fully open, but private toilets 
in early childhood and Primary, and can sometimes be 
rundown. My child should be able to use a nice space like 
everyone else that is private. ”
— Parent intersex /VSC child  

“ Hearing about trans kids for example going to bathrooms 
far away from everyone else is isolating, as it would be for 
any kid. ”
— Youth intersex /VSC 

“ Need to have awareness of how mental health is impacting 
on learning. Need more options for learning. Need people 
to feel safe in school, and that’s not always happening, with 
bullying and not having bathrooms that people can use. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

“ I would like 
the world to 
have gender 
neutral 
bathrooms 
and toilets. ”
Caregiver intersex / 
VSC child 

“ There  
should be  
more toilets  
because there 
are only  
3 toilets 
available for  
all the girls  
in the school.  
Frustrates 
the hell out  
of me. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+ 
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Messages from ākonga to the Prime 
Minister and Minister of Education  
What I would do, and what I want  
you to know 

We asked ākonga what they would do if they were Prime Minister 
or Minister of Education, the boss of education, what would your 
priority be? What would you want to change? There were a lot of 
suggestions.

“ Need to treat our kids like they’re gold,  
give them the opportunity to grow. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ What would you change? To encourage learning about 
diverse people and how to support them. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ We need foot soldiers in our areas and communities, that go 
in and help our partners find better jobs and opportunities. 
Need to support communities with people who understand... 
Need to provide support through our marae or our 
community centre... In turn, this will make our kids happier 
and make them want to go out and do the same thing, and 
find work and keep working.
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Want to have more apprenticeships. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ For them to make our education more fun and even with 
decisions so I can feel motivated to come to school. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Cater to different schools for their specific needs. For 
example, change school uniforms or alter it so that not 
all students are cold in the winter season, students feel 
comfortable in their desired uniform. And transgender 
students should be able to wear skirts, make it legal for 
trans people to use their desired bathrooms, gain necessary 
knowledge from students to gain an understanding of 
today’s modern world. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Make it more practical, less theory. It was boring, when it 
comes to the books and the writing. It was dumb. You’d  
start talking with your mates, because it was boring. ”
— Young woman in justice system 

“ What would 
you change? 
To encourage 
learning about 
diverse people 
and how to 
support  
them. ”
Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+ 

“ For them to 
make our 
education 
more fun and 
even with 
decisions 
so I can feel 
motivated 
to come to 
school. ”

Secondary Pacific  
and LGBTQIA+ 
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“ More education on mental health in schools.  
Handing out pamphlets doesn’t help. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ Recognise value of teachers – encourage more  
passionate people to become teachers, want the  
brightest minds as teachers. ”
— Youthline Asian 

“ They should have more qualified teachers because 
sometimes they get stuck and don’t know many things. ”
— Secondary alternative education 

“ Teaching around wellbeing, emotional wellbeing and 
mental health, like how to deal with break ups. ”
— Māori youth in justice system 

“ Pre-schools, colleges can have te reo,  
a little bit more compulsory than usual. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ More funds towards the rural schools; city schools  
have lots of things, rural schools miss out. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system 

“ I want you to take into consideration what I have  
said and actually use it to make a change in the  
way that I’m learning and the support that I need 
for my education. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+ 

“ Teaching 
around 
wellbeing, 
emotional 
wellbeing  
and mental 
health, like 
how to deal 
with break 
ups. ”
Māori youth in  
justice system 
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Summary of  
key messages 

This section is a summary of the key messages that ākonga told us 
during this engagement. The key messages are in six inter-linking 
overall themes:

1. Look after our wellbeing and include us

2. We like diverse learning environments  

3. We want broad learning choices

4. Teacher quality is important

5. Make transitions easier  

6. Meet our basic needs

It was clear that many ākonga are not enjoying their mainstream 
school experiences, often do not feel included, and see very plainly 
the inequities in the system. Parents and whānau, even when they 
feel able, find it difficult to engage and be part of the learning 
experiences of their ākonga.

“ Need to treat our kids like they’re gold,  
give them the opportunity to grow. ”
— Māori youth in Justice system

In alternative education settings, many ākonga developed better 
relationships with teachers, enjoyed the learning and had their 
learning preferences met. Parents and whānau were encouraged to 
be part of that learning. Individualised programmes and inclusive 
practice recognised their diversity and were important for success. 
This meant that their teaching was more effective and different 
from their experience of the mainstream. But ākonga feel like they 
were being sent to the ‘cabbage class’ by being sent to alternative 
education settings. 

We found that the ākonga we talked with have experiences in 
common, and many of these same concerns have been found in 
talking to tamariki and rangatahi in the other Kōrero Mātauranga 
consultations.
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Their messages to us were:

1 |  Look after our wellbeing and  
 include us and our whanāu

Finding a sense of wellbeing and belonging is important for all ages 
and across all groups and was the most supported theme overall. 

 » What contributed to wellbeing and belonging was broad. From 
being accepted as who you are, having your learning needs met, 
and having friends, to not being subject to negative behaviours 
like racism or sexism. 

 » Belonging meant having your identity, language and culture 
respected. 

 » The wellbeing of children and young people in their place of 
learning is influenced by the relationships they have with their 
teachers and peers. 

 » Acceptance of families and whānau is an important part of 
belonging. 

Respect for diversity – acceptance and inclusion
Ākonga feel respected when they are accepted for who they are 
and feel included. This means learning in a way that works for them 
and being able to ask questions without being made fun of.

“ I like that we can come up to the whare and hang out  
to get support. ”
— Mixed ages rural

“ I just loved doing Māori. ”
— Māori youth in justice system

“ Have role models. Bring in queer people who  
have left school but have succeeded...  
Bring in queer parents. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+ 

Ākonga identified that many of their parents are  
not a valued part of the learning environment and  
were acutely aware of this.

“ Some parents don’t feel comfortable in  
the school environment – Mum goes to  
school stuff, and Dad attends sports. ”
— Youth Advisory Group

“ I like that we 
can come up 
to the whare 
and hang out  
to get 
support. ”
Mixed ages rural
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The pace of learning affects some people’s sense of belonging if it is 
too fast they get left behind, and the teacher doesn’t seem to care. 
They stop asking questions and disengage.

“ What made me feel included is if I ask a question and they, 
teacher, would give me an answer, would be the one  
I’m looking for, and nobody would laugh because I’d  
seem like an idiot. ”
— 17 year old in youth mentoring

Negative behaviours
Alarming levels of racism, discrimination and marginalisation in 
schools were reported. Those requiring learning support were more 
likely to feel marginalised.

Outright racist comments from other ākonga or observation of 
teacher’s better treatment of certain ethnic groups are some 
examples of the overt racism experienced. This negatively impacts 
on a sense of belonging. 

“ No one recognises the racist stuff. No one tells them  
they’re wrong. ”
— Primary alternative education aged 5-10

Sexism affects ākonga as ‘girl and boy’ choices are limiting and not 
helpful for them, particularly for some gender fluid/ intersex people. 
This means their unique selves are never acknowledged at school, 
and this highlights how the choices of all ākonga are constrained by 
rigid stereotypes.

“ Gendered subjects force students to do what their  
peers deem acceptable. ”
— Youthline Asian

Bullying affects ākonga. There were a few instances described of 
physical bullying, and many more of people being ‘mean’.

What things do you not like? 

“ Someone is not being very nice to you, punch and  
kick us, throw rocks or toys, make us feel bad. ”
— 4 year olds

Suicide was an unfortunate fact in the lives of some ākonga. A 
caring response by the school and teachers to a suicide is a factor  
in feeling treated as worthwhile individuals into the future.4 

“ I wonder how many people asked for help and  
ended up offing themselves. ”
— Rural young people in training

4 For support if you feel suicidal or know someone that does, start here  
https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/get-help/a-z/resource/50/suicide-coping-with-suicidal-thoughts

“ Gendered 
subjects force 
students to do 
what their  
peers deem 
acceptable. ”
Youthline Asian

“ I wonder how 
many people 
asked for help 
and ended 
up offing 
themselves. ”
Rural young people  
in training
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Uniforms affect the sense of belonging to a place for many ākonga 
and their ability to express their unique selves. Adherence to strict 
rules meant that people are excluded because they can’t afford the 
full uniform or for small infringements.

“ Uniform is a priority for the school. They push aside  
gay affiliations and bullying, but they care so much  
about uniform. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+

Overall wellbeing and belonging meant the individual was accepted 
for who they are and their unique way of learning was catered for. 
This was however, in the context of everyone getting a fair go, too.

“ Fair treatment. Favouritism in the classroom.  
I’ve seen some teachers treat some students with  
high respect and others treated like dirt. ”
— Activity centre

2|  We like diverse learning  
 environments 

The learning environment should be tailored to the way ākonga like 
to learn. Some want quiet or computer learning while other ākonga 
want more physical activity. 

“ A mainstream teacher that understands us as a person that 
knows how you learn. People learn differently but teachers 
all teach the same. ”
— Secondary alternative education

Ākonga note that they enjoy learning when teachers vary the 
learning space regularly. Such as by alternating between inside and 
outside of the classroom, and having access to specialist classes. 

“ We had Gateway at our school. It was weirdly stigmatized. 
People didn’t want to do it, but you came away from it with 
way more skills. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+

Ākonga identified the learning inequality that streaming creates 
and sustains. There is a strong sense that being in alternative or 
lower status classes labels ākonga. Although many identified a 
much better learning environment and learning opportunities in the 
alternative places of learning. They described alternative education 
as providing them with more freedom and individual support, with 
less rigidity than in mainstream schools. This is strongly related to 
how much attention each ākonga gets from their teachers and to 
the size of classes.

“ We had 
Gateway at 
our school. It 
was weirdly 
stigmatized. 
People didn’t 
want to do it, 
but you came 
away from 
it with way 
more skills. ”
Youth LGBTQIA+

“ Fair treatment. 
Favouritism in 
the classroom. 
I’ve seen some 
teachers treat 
some students 
with high 
respect and 
others treated 
like dirt. ”
Activity centre
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3|  We want broad  
 learning choices

What is learned and whether the preferred subject choices are 
available is important.  Ākonga told us that the learning choices 
available need to include options that are relevant to the next 
steps in life. The ability to choose subjects, to choose a practical or 
theoretical course, for it to be culturally appropriate, and to have 
that choice included as part of mainstream school, is important for 
these ākonga.

“ There needs to be more subjects. My brother wants to do 
computer hardware but there’s none of those subjects. ”
— Rural young person in training

“ We get more choice [at alternative education]  
– we can do all the normal, mainstream subjects.  
We can choose on how we feel. ”
— Secondary alternative education rural, at risk

Ākonga in Māori medium settings generally commented that they 
enjoyed that experience, and enjoyed being with people like them.

4|  Teacher Quality  
 is important

Teachers able to build genuine relationships and knowledge about 
the identity, language and culture of ākonga positively affect the 
sense of belonging. 

Teachers make a big difference to how ākonga see their learning and 
their place at school. Ākonga expressed a need for teachers that 
care about them and are kind, that they adapt learning to suit the 
individual, and share their time fairly with those that needed help.

“ My teacher pushes us but in a good way. We work harder  
in her class because it’s like she’s invested in us. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+

Ākonga value teachers who are open, understanding and caring, 
and take time to develop relationships with them to provide 
teaching that is relevant and applicable. Ākonga feel well 
supported in their learning when their teachers have these 
qualities and share their passion for teaching. 

“ Most of us have the same teacher that we like [referring to 
the Alt Ed teacher]. He’s crack-up, has our back, straight up, 
puts us in our place if we need to. ”
— Secondary alternative education

“ We get more 
choice [at 
alternative 
education]  
– we can 
do all the 
normal, 
mainstream 
subjects.  
We can 
choose on 
how we feel. ”
Secondary alternative 
education rural, at risk
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Teachers who aren’t responsive to learning needs, who bully, 
discriminate or show prejudice have a negative effect on the 
learning capabilities and wellbeing of ākonga. Some ākonga 
commented that they feel belittled or disrespected. Many said  
that their identity, culture and language aren’t recognised.

“ Our teacher doesn’t let us ask questions. They don’t help. 
They make people answer questions, and you don’t  
get a choice. You feel stink. ”
— Mixed ages rural

All ākonga want good teachers, and want to do well. Teachers  
who make negative, often personal comments or draw attention  
to people who didn’t know the right answer are not helpful.

5|  Make transitions easier (in places  
 of learning and into the workforce) 

Transitions can be hard and cause anxiety and worry. Thinking about 
the future can be hard too, when there is little knowledge about what 
comes next, whether it is a new school, or the first time in work. 

“ I wasn’t ready for school because I was used to ECE,  
knew a lot of people and friends. ”
— Primary Year 3

Transitioning from a kura to English language school is an issue for 
some with not enough support in the second language. Ākonga shared 
concerns about losing friends and finding new ones, learning how to 
get around, and what to do next year. Reflecting on these changes, 
some ākonga felt they did not learn the life skills they needed.

School exclusion and expulsion is a significant event for all young 
people. Often ākonga who had experienced this would have liked 
more effort to help them stay at school.

“ I got kicked out of school – 2 weeks later,  
I wished I was back there, I missed my bros. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in justice system

As ākonga approached leaving compulsory schooling they want 
help from counsellors and options for the future. The help needs to 
focus on more than academic pathways without stigma attached 
to decisions, with more apprenticeships available, for example. A 
shortage of help or opportunity available to make this transition 
successful was noted by many ākonga.

“ I wanted to do Construction but they said you’re  
really brainy so you shouldn’t do it. ”
— Secondary Pacific and LGBTQIA+

“ Our teacher 
doesn’t let us 
ask questions. 
They don’t 
help. They 
make people 
answer 
questions, and 
you don’t get  
a choice. You 
feel stink. ”
Mixed ages rural

“ I got kicked 
out of school – 
2 weeks later, 
I wished I was 
back there, 
I missed my 
bros. ”
Māori and Pacific youth  
in justice system
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6|  Meet our  
 basic needs

Catering for physical needs of ākonga is not always adequate. The 
two issues that these conversations highlighted, are having enough 
to eat, and having appropriate toilets. 

We heard that these are basic needs that some ākonga deal with on 
a daily basis:

 » Going to school hungry or finding the price of food at the school 
canteen too high.

 » Being aware that the cost of education was high and impacted 
their families – school uniform, stationary, bus money, school 
fees.

“ It’s [lack of food] is a distraction from learning. If you don’t 
have the basics then you’re not going to school to learn. ”
— Māori and Pacific youth in Justice system

“ I like cooking class because the teachers give me free food. ”
— Intermediate rural and digitally excluded

 »  For some, concern about the access to toilets, and how 
adequate they were, can affect their whole school experience.

“ Need to have awareness of how mental health is impacting 
on learning. Need more options for learning. Need people 
to feel safe in school, and that’s not always happening, with 
bullying and not having bathrooms that people can use. ”
— Youth LGBTQIA+  

While ākonga have many of the same experiences and concerns 
as the participants in the other Kōrero Mātauranga conversations, 
the differences highlighted in the NELP engagement show the 
importance of including ākonga with experiences outside the 
mainstream education. These ākonga had often only found a 
positive experience in alternative education settings or indeed  
only found it in prison.

 

“ I like cooking 
class because 
the teachers 
give me free 
food. ”
Intermediate rural and 
digitally excluded
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How we talked to ākonga 
(methodology)

The NELP engagement process was one of a number of education 
consultations in 2018, involving a large number of people 
within a diverse range of groups linked to education. The 
NELP engagement specifically targeted a range of ākonga from 
backgrounds that we often don’t succeed in engaging with.

Who took part?
We asked over one hundred groups to talk with us about their 
learning experiences and of these 30 groups were able to take part 
in the timeframe we had available. We held 71 separate sessions 
with different ākonga from these groups, talking with over  
380 ākonga overall. Parents, teachers and caregivers also 
participated in some sessions.

The engagements were all in person, with a facilitator leading the 
conversation and using a set of starter questions that were adapted 
in each context. We engaged in many different ways, from one to 
one sessions, to sessions with groups of two to 30. We used 
expert facilitators in some meetings and familiar faces in others, 
we asked people with lived experience to talk to some groups, and 
those who are out in the community working with at risk children 
and young people to talk to others. Ministry of Education staff 
led some discussions. This means that some groups focus on a 
particular topic that caught their attention. Other comments tell  
an individual’s story.

The following table shows how many individual and group  
sessions we held.

FIGURE 1 NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP SESSIONS

Sessions Number Percentage 

Individual 33 47%

Group 38 53%

Total 71 100%

Records of the meetings were taken by note-takers and later 
transcribed. The quotes here are from conversations that stop  
and start in the way that conversations do.

3
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This engagement specifically targeted the groups that are in 
alternative education and those who are often not reached by 
general consultations. Definitions of some of these places of 
learning and terms are provided in the further information section  
at the end of this report. These groups included ākonga, tamariki 
and rangatahi:

 »  under age 5 in early childhood education

 »  in rural communities   

 »  in geographically diverse locations

 »  from lower socio-economic areas 

 »  from schools with a high proportion of Māori

 »  who identify as LGBTQIA+

 »  with Māori and Pacific backgrounds

 »  from refugee and migrant communities 

 »  whose first language is not English 

 »  in alternative education including ākonga in a teen parent unit

 » from digitally excluded communities with either poor internet 
access or lack of computers

 » previously not in education, employment or training (NEET5) 

 » rangatahi in the youth justice system either on probation  
or in prison

 » in health schools

 » attending a school for the deaf or with other disabilities.

The engagement with these children, young people, parents and 
community carers occurred from September through to  
December 2018. 

How we gained consent
Several methods were used to gain informed consent from 
participants. For some groups, young people gave their own 
consent to participate. Children and young people at school, or in 
other forms of education and training, had consent forms so that 
parents or caregivers could agree to their participation. In a few 
cases, the setting or school had already gained permission for 
children and young people to participate in information gathering 
and research, and our work was covered by this.

Every group and individual had the right to withdraw any information 
they provided. We gave transcripts of all discussions and notes back 
to every group or individual, or their caregiver, so they could review 
them and delete anything they did not want included.  

5 NEET is not in education, employment or training
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Completed event 
locations 

Māori

Pacific

Asian

MELAA

ALT ED - includes TPU 

NEET

Youth Justice

Multi - general school population or Kāhui Ako  

Health Schools

Learning Support

LGBTQIA+

Rural

Refugee / Migrant (includes NESB & ESOL)

Digitally Excluded

At-Risk (of failing exams)

Under Fives

Youth Group

Disabled Persons

32

77

84

9

20

South
Island

North
Island

Taranaki Region

Manawatu-Whanganui
Region

Tasman Region

West Coast Region

Southland Region

Otago Region

Canterbury Region

Marlborough Region

Nelson Region

Wellington Region

Hawke’s Bay Region

Gisbourne 
Region

Bay of Plenty 
Region

Northland Region

Auckland Region

Waikato Region

41

Locations where at least one 
engagement session has been 
completed, or where the participant 
has travelled to Wellington from.    

64

19

Where we went
We talked with ākonga in their school, at other learning  
centres, in prison, and worked with some who had a regular  
meeting in Wellington.

The following map indicates the places we went to for meetings  
and where the ākonga from different groups came from.

FIGURE 2 MAP OF NELP ENGAGEMENT AREAS 
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What did we ask?
We used set questions as the basis for our conversations. The 
facilitator followed the issues raised by the tamariki and rangatahi. 
Questions were asked in different ways depending on the age of the 
participants. Questions for parents and teachers were adapted from 
this set, but most discussions were with children and young people.

The questions were developed by us and piloted with one group to 
check they made sense. The final set of questions were simplified. 
The questions asked in each session however were modified to 
follow the groups’ interest and to elicit commentary. For example, 
when asked, “What would you want to change?” an additional 
question might be asked, “If you were Prime Minister for the day, 
what’s your priority around education?” 

 

FIGURE 3 NELP SET OF ENGAGEMENT QUESTIONS 

Children  
under 5

Children and young people  
currently in education

Children and young people  
not in education

Getting to know you Getting to know you Getting to know you
 » Tell us about you…

 » What do you like about being here?

 » What do you not like  
about being here?

 » Tell us about you…

 » What do you like about being at  
your place of learning?

 » What would you want to change?

 » Tell us about you…

 » What did you like about  
school/kura?

 » What did you not like?

Teaching and Learning Teaching and Learning Teaching and Learning

 » Who helps you at your place  
of learning?

 » What do they do to help you?

 » Who helps you when you  
don’t understand?

 » What does your teacher do  
that works for you?

 » What do they do that  
doesn’t work for you?

 » Who helped you when you  
didn’t understand? 

 » What did your teacher do  
that worked for you?

 » What did they do that  
didn’t work for you?

Belonging Belonging Belonging

 » What makes you feel good  
about being here?

 » What would make your place  
of learning better?

 » What makes you feel included at 
your place of learning?

 » What makes you feel valued at 
your place of learning?

 » What made you feel included or not 
included at your place of learning?

 » What made you feel valued or not 
valued at your place of learning?

Competencies, skills and knowledge Competencies, skills and knowledge

 » What do you want to learn?

 » What does success look like to you?

 » What do you want to learn?

 » What does success look like to you?

Next steps for learning  
and life/transitions

Next steps for learning  
and life/transitions

Next steps for learning  
and life/transitions

What are you looking forward to  
doing at school?

 » What are your next steps for your 
next place of learning/study/work?

 » How are you getting ready to  
move on to your next place of 
learning/study/work?

 » What are the next steps for you 
around learning/study/work?

 » How are you making choices  
about your next steps?

 » What help would you like?
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How did we analyse the responses?
This report summarises the conversations with ākonga into the 
key themes we heard. Our initial analysis used a framework that 
included system and school level issues. However, further analysis 
showed that most ākonga saw the issues as impacting themselves, 
their friends, and their family directly. They reported experience 
from ‘inside’ the education system rather than looking at issues from 
a system perspective, or from the outside looking in. Teachers, as 
the main ‘in school’ influence, came under scrutiny and to a lesser 
extent principals, deans, boards of trustees, and other school staff, 
as they are the face of the education system for ākonga. This report 
and the themes reflect the experiences of children and young 
people.

In the report we share many quotes from children and young 
people. When we do, we indicate the type of learning setting that 
the child or young person attends. We did not ask people to self-
identify their ethnicity or gender, but when ākonga self-identified 
their ethnicities we have included this information as they reported 
it. The following table gives an indication of the age range and place 
of learning that our ākonga participants come from.

FIGURE 4 EDUCATION LEVEL / AGE OF PARTICIPANTS

Participants n = 382 Percentage (%) 

Early childhood ākonga and parents 11

Primary 14

Intermediate 8

Secondary 37

Post school ākonga 16

Teachers and other adults 1

Mixed ages or not recorded 13

Total 100

Note: This is an indicative table only as some meetings estimated numbers 
present and the ages of ākonga. 
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Lessons learned
A number of lessons were learned about engaging with these 
groups of ākonga. These included: 

 » Contracting with experienced facilitators who are highly skilled 
at working with children and young people, to ensure that the 
engagement can be effective and genuine

 » Working with members of communities and taking time to brief 
them so that they can facilitate engagement with their own 
community members

 » Ensuring that facilitation is planned to be both flexible  
and systematic enough to ensure analysis of the data,  
wherever possible

 »  Trialling the intended engagement materials

 »  Following an ethical process, including being clear about 
how the information will be used and when feedback will be 
available, as well as ensuring anonymity

 »  Allowing enough time during a session to engage with and 
develop a relationship, relevant to all ākonga but requiring  
more time to be effective with the very young children.
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Other analysis  
and next steps

There is a wealth of information available from ākonga who took 
part in the NELP engagement conversations. This report, a shorter 
summary, and a wallet fold-up one page overview is available online at 
conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/national-education-
and-learning-priorities/. There are also accessible formats and other 
language options available on line of the summary. 

On the Kōrero Mātauranga website there are profiles of individual’s 
personal learning journeys. These describe the pathway and 
challenges through education of some ākonga who are still at 
school or have recently left formal education. 

The next stage of developing a Statement of National Education 
and Learning Priorities will include releasing a draft set of priorities 
for public discussion. We will engage with the groups we have 
already talked to, and extend this to talk to a wider group of  
ākonga and whānau and community.

4
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Further  
Information

Definitions

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION 
Alternative education provision aims to support learners that are 
disengaged from education. It includes activity centres, alternative 
education centres and Te Kura at-risk Gateways. Young people 
enter alternative education because the mainstream schooling 
system has not been effective in supporting their learning and 
wellbeing needs. The aim is to support learners to re-engage back 
into education, further training or employment. 

Teen parent units are a form of alternative education for young 
Mums and soon to be Mums.

In 2017 4,459 young people were in alternative education, of 
which 62% identified as Māori, and 12% identified as Pacific. 
Disengagement can often occur at the transition between primary 
and secondary school – ages 12 to 14.  A large number of young 
people are not experiencing positive outcomes following their time 
in alternative education and may end up in the NEET cohort.

BULLYING

Bullying behaviour is serious and complex. It is a form of 
aggressive behaviour. Most widely accepted definitions of bullying 
behaviour are based around the following four things:

1. Bullying is deliberate – harming another person intentionally.

2. Bullying involves a misuse of power in a relationships – there is 
real or perceived imbalance that may be based on physical size, 
age, gender, social status, or digital capability and access.

3. Bullying is usually not a one-off but is repeated, or has the 
potential to be repeated over time. It is when one student (or 
group of students) keep picking on another student again and 
again to make them feel bad.

4. Bullying involves behaviour that can be harmful – it is not a 
normal part of growing up.

 Contact your teacher or school for help,  
       or check out these resources: 

Wellbeing at home and school: https://parents.education.govt.nz/
secondary-school/wellbeing/mental-health/

Bullying: https://parents.education.govt.nz/secondary-school/
wellbeing/bullying/ 

This section 
includes information 
on the definitions 
of words and 
acronyms we used. 
It also provides links 
to resources about 
some of the issues 
that were raised.

5
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LGBTQIA+ 

LGBTQIA+ includes people who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transsexual or transgender, queer or questioning, intersex, and 
asexual or allies. In this report we have used the term “LGBTIQA+”, 
but could equally have used “diverse sexualities and genders”, and 
“sex, gender, or sexuality diverse”. Some members of the LGBTQIA+ 
community identify with the term Rainbow but others do not. 
We acknowledge that not everyone will identify with these terms. 
There are also many different cultural understandings and terms for 
sexuality and gender diversity such as “takatāpui”, “whakawāhine”, 
and “tangata iratāne” (Māori), “hijra” (Bengali), “fa’afafine” 
(Samoan), and “fakaleiti” (Tongan).

 Supporting LGBTIQA+:  
https://www.inclusive.tki.org.nz/guides/supporting-lgbtiqa-students/ 

MĀORI WARDENS

Māori Wardens are an intrinsic part of our communities in Aotearoa 
New Zealand for improving the wellbeing of whānau and our 
communities. They have been supporting whānau for over 150 years 
at a grassroots level and have well-established relationships that 
enable them to work closely with whānau, Māori organisations, 
community groups and government agencies. Te Puni Kōkiri in 
partnership with NZ Police, provides practical support to Māori 
Wardens including delivering training programmes and providing 
resources (e.g. vehicles, uniforms and equipment).

Māori Wardens are not police, but they have legal responsibilities 
under the Māori Community Development Act 1962. Today there 
are approximately 700 Māori Wardens who volunteer their time to 
supporting others in our communities.
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Disability Survey
The NZ Disability Survey 2013 identifies the prevalence of 
disability in the population. It found the three most common 
types of disability for children were difficulty with learning, 
psychiatric or psychological impairments, and difficulty with 
speaking. Common causes of impairment for children, regardless 
of ethnicity, were conditions that existed at birth or due to 
disease or illness. This is a different pattern to adults. The 
table below shows that a significant number of ākonga can be 
expected to have a disability.

FIGURE 5 NEW ZEALAND DISABILITY SURVEY 2013 –  
PREVALENCE OF DISABILITY IN 0–24 YEAR OLDS

Māori Non-Māori

Males Females Total Males Females Total

Total disabled (of total population), 
0–14 years, percent, 2013

19.0 10.6 14.9 11.0 7.2 9.2

Total disabled (of total population), 
15–24 years, percent, 2013

20.3 23.5 20.9 14.0 13.8 13.9

Source:  http://archive.stats.govt.nz/browse_for_stats/health/disabilities/DisabilitySurvey_HOTP2013.aspx 
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Intersex and variations in  
sex characteristics
Intersex is an umbrella term to describe people born with variations 
of sex characteristics such as hormones, chromosomes and/or 
internal/external sex organs, whose bodies do not neatly sit under 
a binary umbrella notion of ‘male’ or ‘female’. There are at least 
46 known variations of sex characteristics occurring in 1.7% of the 
population. 

Globally there has been a shift away from intersex terminology. The 
phrase ‘Variations of Sex Characteristics’ (VSC) has recently been 
adopted by the United Nations and the World Health Organisation 
as an official term, and is embraced by the NZ Human Rights 
Commission.

Not all people with an intersex variation identify as intersex, and 
many do not identify as part of the Rainbow community either. 
In this report ākonga who were interviewed because they have 
intersex characteristics are described as Intersex / VSC to  
recognise the latest definitions. 

FIGURE 6 WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INTERSEX /  
VSC AND TRANS / GENDER DIVERSE PEOPLE?

Trans/Gender Diverse Intersex

 » Self-identified gender does not 
match sex assigned at birth.

 » Unless born with an intersex 
variation, possess full and 
functional reproductive capacity, 
at least prior to any chosen 
transition process.

 » Innate variations in biological sex 
characteristics do not fit medical 
and social expectations for 
female or male bodies.

 » The concept of sex assigned at 
birth was developed to describe 
the assignment of intersex 
children as girls and boys.

 » Most intersex people identify /
live in line with sex assigned at 
birth, while a minority identify  
in other ways.
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Note from facilitator on interviews with  
intersex ākonga 

The strongest messages that impacted me during this project were 
hearing that the majority of families I met were told that they would 
never meet anyone else like them, that there was nobody else like 
them, or that they shouldn’t ever talk about their diagnosis. Families 
were not all given follow up support following diagnosis, and no 
families I spoke to were connected to counselling or professional 
psychosocial support. Shame and secrecy today is still a very raw 
and relevant issue facing families. This issue in not merely historical.

For the majority of families, outside of their families I was the first 
intersex person that they had ever met so a significant amount of 
the time leading up to and during the interview process involved 
establishing relationships of trust and commonality. Nearly 
every participant commented afterwards that they would never 
feel comfortable being interviewed by someone who did not 
share a similar lived experience. School experiences for families, 
particularly standard transitional periods between year levels and 
different schools involve building a lot of trust with teachers, who 
participants say generally have little knowledge or resourcing 
around intersex issues.

There can be some intellectual disabilities and specialist learning 
needs that present which are associated with being intersex, that 
families tell have not been well catered for overall.  Additionally, 
families want social support for their children and strong 
connections to peers with shared lived experience which they have 
had little success in accessing. 

Intersex students born with ‘sex characteristics’ (for example 
hormones, chromosomes, internal and external genitals) do not 
always neatly fit within a ‘female’ or ‘male’ binary, so there needs to 
be strong support and private spaces at school for children where 
they are able to uphold their privacy. How bathrooms are accessed 
is a huge issue. 

Teachers need to be supported to accommodate conversations 
around diversity – the use of classrooms, the way in which students 
can traditionally be grouped or categorised by gender, and the way 
in which gendered day to day language is used should be closely 
monitored.

GV

 More information Intersex Awareness New Zealand:

http://www.ianz.org.nz/ 
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Learning support
Learning support refers to the additional support some children and 
young people need to engage and achieve in education. Learning 
support is provided to support students, educators, families and 
whānau in a range of different ways. Learning support is provided in 
the context of inclusive education. Practical strategies, suggestions 
and resources are available to support the diverse needs of all 
learners.

 Learning support: 

http://education.govt.nz/quick-links/special-education/ 

 Inclusive education: http://www.inclusive.tki.org.nz/ 

Places of learning
There are a wide range of places of learning in New Zealand. We 
are mostly familiar with early childhood services like kohanga, 
kindergartens and crèche, or primary, intermediate and secondary 
schools and kura. There are a number of other places of learning 
including:

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION
There is a contract between the Ministry and the managing school. 
Enrolling schools refer students to AE and keep the student on 
their roll. The managing school can subcontract AE to a community 
provider.

ACTIVITY CENTRES
The Ministry of Education has a Memorandum of Understanding 
with the managing school. If AC is on-site, board is funded through 
5YA and Property Maintenance Grant for building maintenance. If 
AC is off-site Ministry makes lease payments

YOUTH IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM
Youth Justice is for children and young people up to 18 years old 
(from 2019) who have broken the law. It gives them a genuine 
opportunity to change their lives for the better without getting a 
criminal record, and to make positive strides forward. There are 
four youth justice residences in New Zealand. After this age young 
people are dealt with through the adult prison system. NELP spoke 
to young people in prison and on probation.
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HEALTH SCHOOL
Regional Health Schools have an administration hub with the school 
sites deployed where student need arises. Although there can be 
a unit co-located with the administration hub, this is not a ‘main 
school campus’ that other units are ‘off-site’ from. If your child 
misses a lot of school because of a serious illness you may be able 
to get help from a regional health school. 

There are three regional health schools, based in Auckland, 
Wellington and Christchurch. Together they service the whole 
country, including remote areas. The teachers can work with 
children both at home and in hospital.

YETE
Youth in education, training and employment is a local initiative 
based on the government’s Youth Guarantee scheme.

TEEN PARENT UNIT
Students are enrolled at the managing school of the TPU as  
part of an alternative education programme.

DEAF SCHOOL
Support for children who are deaf and hard of hearing is provided 
by the two New Zealand deaf education centres.

Youth suicide 
The Mental Health Foundation has a number of supports to help 
with suicidal thoughts and what to do if someone you know is 
feeling suicidal.

 Available here: 

https://www.mentalhealth.org.nz/get-help/a-z/resource/50/suicide-
coping-with-suicidal-thoughts 

 More information about the rate of suicide is available here:

https://www.educationcounts.govt.nz/statistics/indicators/main/
education-and-learning-outcomes/1787
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Evidence briefs 
The information from the NELP engagement is consistent with 
evidence about what supports quality teaching and learning. Six 
briefs were prepared that provide an evidence base for what we 
know about some quality learning outcomes. The evidence briefs 
cover these six topics:

 » Transitions and pathways

 » All children and young people make progress and achieve

 » Present, safe and included

 » Diversity of society and importance of culture

 » Skills and competencies

 » Ākonga get a good start in education

 Available here: 

https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/national-
education-and-learning-priorities/
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